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Our Organizational Mission
The Big Beers Educational Foundation was
created to further the education for and about
the brewing community.

A Brief History
Formed in 2016 as a Colorado 501(c)(6) non-profit organization, the Big Beers Educational
Foundation was created to further expand the educational and charitable intent behind the
Big Beers, Belgians & Barleywines Festival.
The Founding Directors of the Big Beers Educational Foundation are siblings Bill &
Laura Lodge, who dreamed up, created and executed the Big Beers Festival for its first
16 years. The remaining Board of Directors positions are filled by industry veterans
and professionals to assist and guide the BBEF team into the future.
The Big Beers Educational Foundation will support like-minded groups and events, potentially expanding beyond the Big Beers, Belgians & Barleywines Festival into other endeavors. For more information visit http://bigbeersfestival.com/info/about-big-beers/ or email us at
Laura@BigBeersFestival.com.
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AC Golden Brewing Company
Golden, CO
www.acgolden.com

Colorado Native Imperial Porter

This beer is our most recent addition to the Native Family. Still aging in Laws Rye Whiskey Barrel
#69 the barrel characteristics are a bit of a mystery. Using all Colorado ingredients we were able
to highlight the characteristics of a porter while providing the high alcohol and complex flavors of a
barrel aged imperial. ABV: 11.2%

Barrel-aged Baltic Porter

A true smooth cold-fermented and cold lagered beer, brewed with lager yeast. Black to very deep
ruby/garnet in color. Barrel-aged in Maker’s Mark Barrels. In barrel for 1 year and in bottle for
1 year. IBU: 38 | ABV: 13%

Brandy Barrel-aged Doppelbock

Barrel-aged in brandy barrels. Munich malt, chocolate, and melanoidin sweetness dominate the
palate, a bit of raisin or dark fruit notes. A unique German maltiness created in the brewhouse by decoction mashing. Flavors develop and intensify as the beer warms, be patient! IBU: 25 | ABV: 7.8%

Hidden-barrel Apricot Sour

Lambic-style, wild beer aged in old French oak barrels with whole, fresh apricots added. This rich
orange colored, slightly hazy beer has a bright apricot flavor, a dry, strong lactic acidity and sweet
notes from the fruit. IBU: 5 | ABV: 5.4%

Alpine Dog Brewing Company
Denver, CO
www.alpinedogbrewery.com

Notorious Monk

Belgian Style Dubbel - Deep, dark mahogany brown; rich with fruit, caramel, chocolate, and spice; this
Belgian-style classic is complex to its core. This beer is balanced by a traditional dryness and mild hop
character. It’s a sophisticated and flashy ale; one taste will hypnotize you! IBU: 22 | ABV: 8.3%

Sex on the Gondola

Chardonnay Barrel Aged Saison with Brettanomyces - A wild saison; The wild yeast brettanomyces
emphasizes the tropical fruit flavors and tart dryness of this saison while barrel aging adds notes of
white wine and oak. IBU: 29 | ABV: 7%

Old Liquid Debauchery

Barleywine. This is a big American Barley Wine. American hops provide floral and citrus notes
while dark caramel and toasted malts provide rich notes of fruit, caramelized sugar, and toast.
Finishes rich with a noticeable alcohol character. An ode to unabashed decadence in a glass!
IBU: 100+ | ABV 10.5%

2nd Anniversary Ale

A Bourbon Barrel Aged Imperial Stout with Brettanomyces - An imperial stout aged in 2nd use
local bourbon barrels and finished with brett. Chocolaty with bright tropical fruit notes from the
brett. IBU: 70 | ABV: 9.5%
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Brasserie d’Achouffe

Belgium
www.duvelusa.com
Find Us At: DUVEL USA TABLE

Houblon Chouffe

Brewed for the first time in 2006. It is an India Pale Ale, characterised by a harmonious balance
between a pleasant fruitiness and pronounced bitterness by using three types of hops. HOUBLON
CHOUFFE is an unfiltered beer which is refermented both in the bottle and in barrels. ABV: 9%

Alaskan Brewing Company

Juneau, AK
www.alaskanbeer.com

Perseverance Ale

This complex and malt-forward Imperial Stout is brewed with an array of local ingredients and flavors to add dimension and celebrate Alaska’s history and home. Alaska birch syrup from Kahiltna
Birchworks lends a deep, almost tart character to the dark malt profile, while wildflower honey adds
a delicate sweetness and floral notes to the aroma and finish. The slight addition of our in-house
alder-smoked malt alludes to the distinctive roasted flavor of turn-of-the-century malting practices,
without overpowering the more subtle flavors of this dynamic anniversary brew. IBU: 50 | ABV: 9%

2016 Smoked Porter

The dark, robust body and pronounced smoky flavor of this limited edition beer make it an adventuresome taste experience. Alaskan Smoked Porter is produced in limited “vintages” each year on November 1 and unlike most beers, may be aged in the bottle much like fine wine. IBU: 45 | ABV: 6.5%

American Solera

Tulsa, OK
www.americansolera.com

Money Blend Farmhouse Ale

Money Blend is a farmhouse ale fermented with a mixed culture and aged in oak puncheons for 18
months. The beer is oaky and dry. It has a soft texture and is full of lemon and funk.

Man-made Earthquake Tripel

Earthquake is our 15% tripel ale aged in whiskey and cognac barrels. It was aged for 18 months and
bottle conditioned for 1 year. ABV: 15%

Foeder Cerise Fruit Beer

Foeder cerise is a sour golden ale brewed with a mix of brettanomyces and several different souring
cultures. We then age it for 6 months on top of Montmorency Cherries. The flavors produced are sour
cherry and cinnamon with a touch of Brett funk. This batch comes from our 30bbl Italian oak Foeders.

Foeder Gold Sour Ale

Foeder Gold is a sour golden ale brewed with a mix of brettanomyces and several different souring
cultures. The flavors produced are lemon and stone fruit with a touch of Brett funk. This batch comes
from our 20bbl American oak Foeder.
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Aspen Brewing Company

Avery Brewing Company

Cloud 9 Belgian Farmhouse Saison
CO-82 Imperial IPA

Our very own Parker, of the cartoon and cat loving variety, created this cult classic character back
in our 17th season. Appearing in several episodes under another stage name that was deemed inappropriate, our executive producers and editors decided that a name change and further character
development— a 4-month hiatus in Bourbon barrels—were necessary to satisfy our most ardent and
demanding viewers. ABV: 17.5%

Double Conundrum Imperial Red Fresh Hop

We wondered what would happen if a monstrous pumpkin ale, plump full of spicy gourdiness, were
aged in fine fresh rum barrels to add suggestions of delicate oak and candied molasses. Rumpkin
is what happens! ABV: 18%

Aspen, CO
www.aspenbrewingco.com

A traditional Belgian farmhouse saison. Light and crisp citrus with subtle clove and coriander
flavor. ABV: 7%
Imperial IPA. Bright tropical fruit flavor and aroma combined with a complex blend of earthy hop
character. The pronounced hop flavors are balanced with sweet, warm and bready English malts. A
big, bold and balanced Imperial IPA. ABV: 9%
A marriage of premium pale and caramel malts with a generous helping of rye and munich provides
the backbone for a beer that lets the beautiful CTZ and Cascade fresh hop flavors shine. ABV: 8.6%

10th Mountain Stout Imperial Stout

This decadent Imperial Stout combines eight types of English malts and flaked oats to create a deep
and complex, dark as night, smooth stout that will warm the soul. ABV: 9.3%

Breck Barrel Aged 10th Mountain Stout

10th Mountain Stout (above) aged in Breckenridge Distillery’s bourbon barrels for twelve months.
The big and bold beer flavors pair perfectly with the oak and bourbon notes from Breck’s award
winning Bourbon. ABV: 10.5%

The Bakers’ Brewery

Tweak

Rumpkin

L’Eighyore

No 39. No, you’re not God’s gift to brewing. What’s that, Mumbleigh? Breaking down the universe in
mumbleverse. Thank goodness your head is so damn thick. There’s no future in the mohawk. Here’s
to day 233! ABV: 9.9%

Uncle Jacob’s Stout

Jacob Spears, our 6th Great Grand Uncle, is credited as the first distiller to label his whiskey “Bourbon.” He built his distillery in Bourbon County Kentucky in 1790 — 203 years before we began brewing. While obviously a bit too late to produce Uncle Jacob’s wash, we’ve instead created something
far more complex. In his honor, we present this robust, silky smooth, full-bodied and altogether extremely American rendition of an Imperial Stout aged for 6 months in the very finest Bourbon barrels.
This explains a lot about our penchant for big brews! It’s in our blood! ABV: 17.1%

Liliko’i Kepolo

Silverthorne, CO
www.thebakersbrewery.com

Adding a tropical island flair to a spicy traditional witbier, Liliko’i erupts with monumental passionfruit
aroma and acidity along with a sublimely succulent finish. ABV: 5.4%

Bloodmoon Monk

An authentic Belgian style white ale, this Rascal is unfiltered and cleverly spiced with coriander and
Curaçao orange peel producing a refreshingly zesty classic ale. ABV: 5.6%

A high-powered hybrid between a Belgian Quad and a Black IPA, the BloodMoon Monk is named for
that dark reddish color just short of black. It starts with the big, rich sweetness of dark fruit and spice
that you’d expect from a Quad, but finishes lighter and drier, with zesty American hops and a wee bit
of dark malt bitterness. ABV: 7.5%

Roasted & Toasted Fall Saison

The color of Aspen leaves turning, our Fall Saison features Roasted tomatillos and Toasted cumin
for a light apple-citrus flavor up front followed by the warming spice of toasted cumin before leading
to a slightly tart finish from roasting the tomatillos. ABV: 6.4%

Bourbon Barrel Aged Winter Is Coming Imperial Dark Saison

Dark and deep, rich and complex with layers of chocolate, graham cracker, caramel and toffee
malts mingling with the dates, figs and plum flavors of Dark Belgian Candi Syrup and gently accentuated with subtle notes of Mandarin orange, spruce tips, red current jam and 3 different blends
of Chai tea spice. Aged 5 months in Breckenridge Distillery Bourbon Barrels with tart, Morello
Cherries. ABV: 9%
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Boulder, CO
www.averybrewing.com

White Rascal

Raspberry Sour

It’s a sour ale with Raspberries added and aged in Neutral Oak barrels. ABV: 6.5%

Tangerine Quad

Just released! It’s a Belgian Quad aged in Bourbon Barrels with Tangerine Peel. ABV: 10%

Vanilla Bean Stout

Bourbon Barrel Aged Stout with Ugandan, Tongan, and Mexican whole vanilla beans added. ABV: 10.8%

The Reverend

Luscious apricot and peach aromas are delicately interwoven with spicy suggestions of nutmeg and
cinnamon in this heavenly soft, champagne-like elixir. ABV: 9%
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Zwei Brewing Company
Fort Collins, CO
www.zweibrewing.com

Whiskey Barrel Aged Belgian Strong Gold

Alex’s scrumptious Belgian Strong Gold, aged in an Old Elk Whiskey Barrel. Yeast: Trappist –Hop:
Styrian Goldings. IBU: 33 | ABV: 11+%

Ice Doppel Bock

Traditional Doppel Bock elevated one more rung. Yeast: Lager –Hop: Hallertau Mittelfrueh.
IBU: 35 | ABV: 10%

Whiskey Barrel-aged beer named “Sioux”

Bære Brewing Company
Denver, CO
www.baerebrewing.com

Brett Conditioned Saison

Our take on the classic saison brewed with barley, wheat, and rye and conditioned with brettanomyces for a spicy, dry finish. ABV: 6%

							 Bære-liner Weisse

This is our take on the traditional Berliner Weisse brewed with barley and wheat. It is kettle soured
with our house lactobacillus culture and then fermented in stainless with a mixed culture of yeast
and bacteria. We offer Bære-liner Weisse with house-made syrups, including woodruff grown right
here in Colorado. ABV: 4%

Brett Hoppy Brown

Our old favorite Double IPA aged in an Old Elk Whiskey barrel. Yeast: Ale– Hop: Centennial, Warrior,
Galaxy, and Citra Dry Hop: Galaxy, Melon. IBU: 85 | ABV: 9+%

Our Big Hoppy Brown aged in American Oak with Brettanomyces. The base beer is a heavily
hopped, high ABV American Brown Ale. ABV: 10%

Stilted Stout: White Russian Imperial Milk Stout

Sour brown ale fermented and aged in American oak barrels with a mixed culture of yeast and bacteria. Aged on Raspberries and bottled by hand with love. ABV: 6.8%

We broke all our own the rules with this one. Blonde colored Imperial Milk Stout, with the roasty
component being derived from whole bean coffee from Peritus Coffee Roasters & 3 varieties of single source Cacoa Nibs from Nuance Chocolate. Yeast: Ale –Hop: Willamette. IBU: 35 | ABV: 9.1%

Frambruin

Ceribruin

Sour brown ale fermented and aged in American oak barrels with a mixed culture of yeast and bacteria. Aged on Tart Cherries and bottled by hand with love. ABV: 7.2%

Ballast Point Brewing Company
San Diego, CA
www.ballastpoint.com

Barrel Aged Victory at Sea Imperial Porter

A bold, smooth brew with just the right amount of sweetness. We infused this robust porter with
whole vanilla beans and San Diego’s own Caffe Calabria coffee beans. The subtle roasted notes and
minimal acidity of the cold brewed coffee, balances perfectly with the sweet caramel undertones of
the malt, creating a winning combination for your palate. IBU: 60 | ABV: 10%

Barrel Aged Navigator Doppelbock

Inspired by the strong German dark lagers and bocks, Briess Extra Special malt helps create
the source of the flavors that dominate the aroma and taste buds in Navigator. You are able to
enjoy forward flavors of caramelized malt sugars and dried fruits, such as raisins, apricots and
prunes. This strong lager is a big malt-driven beer that truly deserves the nickname “liquid bread.”
IBU: 23 | ABV: 8.1%
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Cannebruin

Sour brown ale fermented and aged in American oak barrels with a mixed culture of yeast and bacteria. Aged on cranberries and bottled by hand with love. ABV: 7.7%

Barrels & Bottles Brewery

Golden, CO
www.barrelsbottles.com

Fromagedddon

American Style Barleywine. Expect lots of hops and a glimpse into the future Fromagedddon where
armies are identified by their hair!

Big Lebeerski

A Golden Imperial Milk Stout with Coffee. Local roasted coffee and a touch of lactose ensure that
every Dude and Dudette will abide.
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Barrel of Monks
Boca Raton, FL
www.barrelofmonks.com

Parade of Souls Belgian-style Imperial Stout

Parade of Souls is a thick and rich black beer somewhat less roasty than some stouts and featuring
the unique esters created by Belgian yeast. IBU: 35 | ABV: 10%

Three Fates Belgian-style Tripel

Highly carbonated with a dense white head that lasts. Golden sunset orange in color, flavors of pear,
white wine grapes, baking spices, apricot. Dry finish. IBU: 28 | ABV: 9%

Matiz Salvaje Tequila Barrel-aged Saison

Matiz Salvaje is Spanish for “wild nuance”. Matiz is a version of our Nuance Saison that was aged
in a tequila barrel with wild yeast to give it a tartness that blends with the oak and tequila flavors to
make for a delicious blend. IBU: 12 | ABV: 6.5%

Monk in the Park Belgian-style Dark Strong

Bourbon barrel aged Belgian Dark Strong Ale with rich flavors of dark fruit (raisins, plums) augmented by prominent but not overwhelming oak and bourbon flavors. IBU: 32 | ABV: 9.2%

Father Christmas Belgian-style Holiday Ale

Spiced Brown Holiday ale made in the style of Belgian Christmas beers. Aromas of Christmas cookies, warming body, spices featuring clove, anise, and others. IBU: 22 | ABV: 10%

Bell’s Brewery

Kalamazoo, MI
www.bellsbeer.com

Bale so Hard

This recipe was the winner of the 2015 Bell’s Homebrew Competition, developed by Michigan homebrewer David Hellen. A farmhouse-style ale, Bale so Hard is dry-hopped with Mosaic and HBC 438,
an experimental variety available to homebrewers. A saison yeast and Brettanomyces blend works
in conjunction with those hops to create a unique, pungent, fruity, tropical, spicy aroma and flavor.
Michigan Pale Ale malt from the Bell’s farm was also used. This beer is only available on draught at
the Bell’s Eccentric Café, the 2016 Great American Beer Festival, and a few special events. ABV: 6%

Bell’s Expedition Stout

One of the earliest examples of Russian Imperial Stouts in the United States, Expedition Stout offers
immensely complex flavors crafted specifically with aging in mind. A huge malt body is matched with
a heady blend of chocolate, dark fruit and other aromas. The flavors will slowly meld and grow in
depth as the beer ages in your cellar. ABV: 10.5%

Bell’s Third Coast Old Ale

Third Coast Old Ale starts with a rich, caramel base, and finishes with a heavy hop bitterness. Sharply intense at first, it will age gracefully, adding complexity and subtlety in your cellar. Go ahead, test
your patience. ABV: 10.2%

Bell’s Raspberry Wild One

Raspberry Wild One begins, not as a single beer, but distinct batches fermented in wooden foeders
each with its own array of flavors. Our brewers sample and blend to taste, resulting in a refreshing
brown ale with a tartness buoyed by fragrant aromas of ripe red raspberry, cherry, apple and a bit of
funk from Brettanomyces yeast. A secondary fermentation with raspberries adds distinctive raspberry aroma and flavor and another, subtle layer of tartness. ABV 6.6%

Blue Moon Brewing Company
Golden, CO
www.bluemoonbrewingcompany.com

Black Project Spontaneous & Wild Ales
Denver, CO
www.blackprojectbeer.com

Oxcart

Three-year spontaneous coolship blend. Barrel fermented and aged. An “American Gueuze” IBU:
20 | ABV: 6.2%

Cygnus

3-Year spontaneous coolship blend aged with Cherries. ABV: 6.8%

Stargate Plum Rum

Law’s Rum Barrel-Aged Sour Ale with Pluots and Elephant Heart Plums.

Spontaneous Quad

Come by our table to check it out!!
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Rye Whiskey Barrel-aged Smoked Porter

A lightly smoked imperial porter that was aged in Kentucky Rye Whiskey barrels for 3 months. IBU: 45 | ABV: 9%

Barracuda Belgian Golden Strong

Our take on a golden strong from the famous Belgian brewery. IBU: 25 | ABV: 9%

Blue Spruce Brewing Company
Centennial, CO
www.bluesprucebrewing.com

Kiidk’Yaas

Belgian Golden Strong Ale. ABV: 9.5%,

Poncha Pass

Pecan Pie Imperial Brown. ABV: 8.5%
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B.O.M. Brewery

Belgium
www.artisanalimports.com
Find Us At: ARTISANAL IMPORTS TABLE

Triporteur from Hell

Bootstrap Brewing Company
Niwot, CO
www.bootstrapbrewing.com

Insane Rush IPA

Each malt is custom roasted for this bottle-conditioned dark beer with 4 hellish burned and roasted
BOM malts. The beer reminds us of chocolate, caramel recently brewed coffee and freshly baked
bread. Belgian dark cane sugar and 2 different hops bring it all together. ABV: 6.66%

A perfect balance of malts and five different hops give this India Pale Ale its edge. The unique blend
of citrus and pine aroma and flavor makes it a very drinkable IPA. Perfect for craft enthusiasts looking
for a little more cowbell. IBU: 60 | ABV: 7.6%

Bonfire Brewing Company

A wonderful, hoppy red rye ale – massively hopped and bursting with flavor. IBU: 88 | ABV: 8.3%

Wreak Havoc Imperial Red

Eagle, CO
www.bonfirebrewing.com

Barrel Aged Imperial Stout

Aged in 39 North Barrels for six months. Chocolate malt & black barley. Rich and boozy. ABV: 10.2%

Barrel Aged Barleywine

English-style, aged 6 months in second use 39 North Barrels. Thick malt character, with oak, spice,
and bourbon layers. ABV: 10.5%

grapepHruit Kettle Sour IPA with grapefruit

A few of our favorite things in one beer - sour, hops, and fruit. Citra and Simcoe hops; grapefruit
puree added as fermentation concludes. ABV: 6.1%

Double IPA

Juicy & tropical hop character. Four pounds of hops per barrel, including Citra, Simcoe, and
Chinook. ABV: 9%

Kilt Dropper Scotch Ale

NutStrap Imperial Coffee Stout

Our delicious collaboration brew with Rod at Walnut Brewery featuring Nicaraguan blonde coffee
beans from Ozo coffee. IBU: 53 | ABV: 8%

Brouwerij Bosteels

Belgium
www.artisanalimports.com
Find Us At: ARTISANAL IMPORTS TABLE

Tripel Karmeliet

Brewed with three grains (oats, wheat and barley) and moderately hopped, Tripel Karmeliet is slightly sweet, malty and spicy on the palate, with tones of coriander and white pepper. On the nose
it’s coriander and a very mild hop resin note mingling with full, fruity nose that fades to a beautiful
honeyish aroma. ABV: 8.4%

Fuggle hops, light roast character. Lingering sweetness. ABV: 7.5%

Brouwerij Boon

Belgium
www.elite-brands.com
Find Us At:ELITE BRANDS TABLE

Boon Gueze

Boon’s oude (old) lambics are top of the line. Oude lambics are blended exclusively from old lambic
(2 years) and are re-fermented in the bottle and it is one of the brewery’s driest and most assertive
beers. Bursting with earthy aromas and complex organic flavors, it has been carefully blended to
produce a flavor of great subtlety and complexity.

Boon Framboise

Made from old and young Lembeek’s lambic beer matured in oak vats. At least 250 grams of fresh
raspberries are added per each liter of beer. FRAMBOISE BOON is a dry, fruity complex beer with
aromas of vanilla and wood. The authentic taste of raspberries produces a crisp, but delicate, acidity.
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Boulder Beer Company
Boulder, CO
www.boulderbeer.com

Killer Penguin Barleywine

This limited, small-batch release is dark garnet red in color with a candied-fruit like aroma and flavor.
At 10% ABV, Killer Penguin is a big barleywine that comes across very smooth and extremely balanced -- the perfect beer to share among friends. IBU: 60 | ABV: 10%

Later Dude

Wheat wine aged in Breckenridge Bourbon barrels.

Dudes D’spare 2015

Imperial Stout aged in wine barrels.

13
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Boulevard Brewing Company
Kansas City, MO

www.boulevard.com

Boulevard Bourbon Barrel Quad

Aroma: Bourbon, cherry, vanilla, dark fruit, oak. Flavor: Caramel, cherry, toffee. ABV: 11.8%

Boulevard Rye on Rye X: Sazerac

Rye Whiskey Barrel-Aged Rye Ale. Aroma: Rye, oak, vanilla bean, cinnamon. Flavor: Vanilla, lemon
peel, cinnamon, cardamom, star anise. ABV: 11.8%

Tank 7 Farmhouse Ale

Belgian Saison. Aroma: grapefruit, lemongrass, Belgian fruit esters, floral, citrusy hops. Flavor: Citrusy grapefruit, dry, peppery complexity. ABV: 8.5%

Brouwerij de Brabandere
Belgium
www. petrussourbeer.com/en
Find Us At: GLOBAL BEER NETWORK TABLE

Petrus Sour Quad

Belgian Quad Base with a blend of 30% Petrus Aged Pale. Slight sour finish, with beautiful
malt base. ABV: 11%

Bristol Brewing Company
Colorado Springs, CO
www.bristolbrewing.com

World Peace Death Ray

Breckenridge Brewery
Breckenridge, CO
www.breckenridgebrewery.com

Christmas Ale

The chill of a Colorado high-country winter calls for a beer with extra flavor and strength. Here it
is. At over 7% alcohol, with a sturdy texture and rich flavors of caramel and chocolate, our holiday
seasonal is the fermented equivalent of a good fire. IBU: 22 | ABV: 7.1%

Holidale

A new twist on Breckenridge Brewery’s longtime winter seasonal, Christmas Ale. Aged in whiskey
barrels, Holidale offers toasted biscuit notes complemented by soft caramel sweetness and hints of
oak and whisky warmth. IBU: 22 | ABV: 10.3%

Barrel Aged 72 Imperial

This unique release is a whiskey barrel-aged take on our Small Batch 72 Imperial, an imperial chocolate cream stout. To every 100-barrel batch we add 200 pounds of exquisite 72% cocoa. After spending a considerable amount of time in whiskey-soaked oak barrels, the finished product is molasses
in color and smells of chocolate, wood, and whiskey harmoniously blended together. The beer has a
dense and decadent mouthfeel and an abundance of rich flavors, including hints of sherry and dark
fruit that complement the toasted chocolate and oak notes remarkably. IBU: 11 | ABV: 8.3%

471 IPA Barrel Series: Citra

We rest 471 Double IPA in whiskey barrels for two months. Then, it goes back into tanks for a healthy
dry hop treatment. These careful steps create a unique beer that offers the best of both worlds: oaky,
whiskey maturity from barrel-aging combined with the fresh aroma and flavor of hops. Each release
in the series showcases 150 pounds of a new and specific hop variety for the dry hop phase. Dry
Hop Variety: Citra – A fairly new hop variety with smooth floral and citrus aroma and flavor. Notes of
citrus, peach, and lychee fruit. IBU: 70 | ABV: 10.6%
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Citrusy, pungent & robust. Malts: 2-row, C-40, Munich. Hops: Columbus, Centennial, Sincoe.
IBU: 89 | ABV: 8%

Old No. 23

Old No. 23 has the depth and complexity of a good brandy or single malt & hops. Malts: Premium
2-row, Munich, Crystal. Hops: Warrior, Columbus, Mt. Hood. IBU: 36 | ABV: 10.2%

Belgian Dubbel

Belgian-style Dubbel Ale. Malts: 2-row, Crystal. Hops: Czech, Saaz, Mt. Rainier. IBU: 25 | ABV: 7.6%

Belgian-style Tripel Ale

Malts: 2-row. Hops: Golding, Mt. Rainier. IBU: 31 | ABV: 8.6%

Broken Compass Brewing Company
Breckenridge, CO
www.brokencompassbrewing.com

Bourbon Barrel Aged Imperial FDFH Brown

Our Imperial FDFH Brown aged in Breckenridge Bourbon Barrels for nine months. ABV: 12.5%

Rum Barrel Aged IPA

Our IPA aged in Breckenridge Distillery Rum Barrels for 6 months and then generously dry
hopped. ABV: 8.9%

Bourbon Barrel Aged FDFH Flanders Brown

Our FDFH Brown aged in Breckenridge Distillery Bourbon Barrels and slightly soured in the style of
a Flanders Brown. ABV: 8.1%

Double IPA

Our Double IPA thats features Citra hops. ABV: 8.6%
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Bruz Beers

Denver, CO
www.bruzbeers.com

Atlas Belgian Style Quadrupel

Belgian Quadrupels are typically the strongest of the Trappist and Abbey ales and Atlas is no exception. Atlas is a monumental beer. Flavors and aromas of stone fruits, raisins, dates, chocolate
and exotic spices mingle with pleasant alcohols. Rich sweetness flows into a long and complex dry
finish. ABV: 11.2%

Talus Tripel Ale Belgian Style Tripel

Belgian Tripels are golden blond, crisp and dry with a pronounced bitterness. Bruz Talus is made
with Belgian pilsner malt, wheat malt and oats – plus sweet orange peel, noble hops and a light
touch of coriander. Talus is luscious and golden with tropical fruit, citrus and spicy notes, a crisp hop
bitterness, a long dry finish and a touch of smooth warming alcohol. ABV: 9.2%

Onyx Belgian Style Stout

Black as midnight, rich and complex – Onyx Belgian-Style Stout is roasty and appealing. Seven
imported malts create a tantalizing array of flavors – from coffee and dark chocolate to grainy dark
bread. Belgian dark candi syrup and a high-gravity Belgian yeast provide dried fruit, plum, currant
and treacle notes with a long dry finish. Explore your dark side! ABV: 7.2%

Beet Down Saison Belgian-style Farmhouse Ale with Beets

Saison (“Season” in French) was originally brewed on farms in the southern, French-speaking part
of Belgium. Because every farmer had his own twist, there are few rules for the style – which is
just the way the Belgians like it! Beet Down is a strong Saison fermented with beet. It is bright
red in color, crisp, dry, and earthy – with a complex root vegetable aroma and flavor. Unique and
irresistible! ABV: 7.9%

Jagged Twilight Belgian Style Quadrupel

Jagged Twilight is an amber Quadrupel with a rich complexity and smooth finish. Named after Mount
Twilight in the jagged Needle Mountain range in Western Colorado, it is both edgy and refined. Fall
fruits, milk chocolate, dried fruits, and esoteric spices come together with well-hidden alcohols for a
unique taste experience. Aged for more than a year, Jagged Twilight is a powerful and very drinkable
delight. ABV: 11.6%

Trubbel Belgian Style Dubbel

Belgian Dubbel ales have been made since the Middle Ages in monasteries and secular breweries.
Dark and malty, with notes of dried fruit and exotic spices, they are rich and very drinkable – which
makes them more than a little dangerous considering their alcoholic strength. Bruz Trubbel is a
classic Belgian style Dubbel – complex and alluring . . . and just a bit of a trouble-maker. ABV: 7.6%

Dawg Daze IPA Belgian Style IPA

What could be better than a crisp refreshing IPA with a Belgian twist? Brewed with continental malts
and a combination of European and American hops, Dawg Daze is nicely hop-forward with a rich
complexity imparted by a bold Belgian yeast. Notes of citrus, apples and apricots mingle with the
spicy and citrusy hops to create truly unique flavor and aroma profiles. It could well be man’s new
best friend! ABV: 8%
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Bruz Beers

Denver, CO
www.bruzbeers.com

Brut La Grande Belgian Style Biere Brut (Champagne Beer)

One of the newest styles of Belgian beer is Biere Brut – designed to be similar to a fine Champagne,
only more complex and interesting. Biere Brut is making its mark at the high end of the fine beer
market. Bruz Brut La Grande is pale blonde, with a delicate flavor, light tartness and sparkling effervescence. It also boasts a significant alcoholic strength for such a light-bodied beer. Experience its
true uniqueness! ABV: 15.5%

Brasserie Brunehaut
Belgium
www.brunehaut.com
Find Us At: C2 IMPORTS TABLE

Brunehaut Organic Blond

The first taste is supple, balanced, almost round, pronounced with smooth, pollinated notes. Exceptionally pleasant aperitif beer. Thirst-quenching, finishes with a mild bitterness. ABV: 6.5%

Brunehaut Organic Amber

The first taste precisely matches the aroma, preserved through a coarse, masculine flavor and minimal sweetness. Clean finish. ABV: 6.5%

Brunehaut Organic Tripel

The mouth is fully fresh, despite high % ABV. The coarse quality appears, full, fat and long. No
excessive sweetness nor caramel. Elegant aftertaste. ABV: 8%

Cannonball Creek Brewing Company
Golden, CO
www.cannonballcreekbrewing.com

Trippel Danny

Belgian-style Trippel. Two malts, one hop, and Belgian candy sugar comprise this complex and elegant ale. The Belgian ale yeast contributes notes of fruit and spice, balanced by a subtle sweetness,
medium hop bitterness, and a very dry finish. Strong and deceptively drinkable. ABV: 9.3%

Black 28

American Style Black Ale/Black IPA. Aromas of grapefruit, orange, and resinous pine give way to
subtle notes of caramel and chocolate, and an assertive hop bitterness. The finish is dry. ABV: 8%
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Casey Brewing & Blending
Glenwood Springs, CO
www.caseybrewing.com

The Cut Plum: Santa Rosa

This is our Belgian style sour aged one to two years in puncheons, plums are then added for an
additional month or two.

Dry hopped Nectarine Farmhouse Ale

This is our farmhouse style base, which is blended and then aged on Emeraude nectarines for a
month or two, then dry hopped with Motueka hops from New Zealand. Eric is a legend.

Supreme Clientele Farmhouse Ale

This is our farmhouse style base, which is blended and then aged on sweet cherries, blackberries,
and raspberries for a month or two. This beer was available exclusively to our Extended Family
Membership holders. To express our gratitude, we selected some of our favorite fruits to try our first
mixed fruit beer.

Jammy Farmhouse Ale with Blackberries

Jammy is a farmhouse style ale with Blackberries, brewed with a combination of both breweries’
house cultures in collaboration with Side Project Brewing in St. Louis, MO.

Leaner Farmhouse Ale with Peaches

Leaner is a farmhouse style ale with peaches, brewed with a combination of both breweries’ house
cultures in collaboration with Side Project Brewing in St. Louis, MO.

Copper Kettle Brewing Company
Denver, CO
www.copperkettledenver.com

Well Bred

An English Style Barleywine significantly less hoppy than American style, ruby in color with lavish
hints of vanilla caramel, coconut and earthy wood undertones from being aged for months in Breckenridge Distillery Bourbon Barrels. IBU: 72 | ABV: 10.7%

Snowed In

A smooth imperial oatmeal stout brewed with locally sourced coffee from Pablo’s Coffee in Denver.
Rich cocoa nibs add slight bitterness and aged in bourbon barrels from High West Distillery in Utah.
IBU: 78 | ABV: 12.1%

Mexican Chocolate Stout

A rich black ale made with Cassia Cinnamon, raw cacao nibs and three different kinds of Mexican
chili peppers to add hints of smoke flavors and mild heat in the back of the throat. Based on Mexican Hot Chocolate and Gold Medal Winner at Great American Beer Festival in the Herb and Spice
Category. IBU: 50 | ABV: 7%
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Coronado Brewing Company
Coronado, CA
www.coronadobrewingcompany.com

Barrel Aged Punk’in Drublic Imperial Pumpkin Ale

Drinks like a warm baked piece of pumpkin bread with soft touches of brown sugar & smooth vanilla
notes followed by autumns favorite flavors.

Barrel Aged Unhitched Brown

Full of sweet toffee, caramel, and vanilla notes, deceptively smooth and chocolaty.

Barrel Aged Stupid Stout Imperial Stout

A roasty, chocolaty barrel aged liquid treasure that leaves you dreaming of vanilla bourbon notes.

Crazy Mountain Brewing Company
Edwards, CO
www.crazymountainbrewery.com

Lawyers, Guns, and Money Barleywine

This beer is a celebration of our anniversary as well as one of our favorite songs. We use an assortment of crystal malts and throw a little molasses into the Brew Kettle to give a hearty maltiness. Dry
hopping with American Hops gives this English style a refreshing American twist. Be cautious with
this beer as overindulgence can result in the shit hitting the fan. IBU: 56 | ABV: 10%

Bourbon Barrel-aged Lawyers, Guns & Money

We aged our Lawyers, Guns, and Money barleywine in bourbon barrels to give the beer distinct
notes of warm bourbon, caramel, and oaky flavors and aromas. The bourbon barrels compliment the
original maltiness and play nicely off the Belgian candi sugar. IBU: 5 | ABV: 10%

Emotional Rescue Double IPA

This is an ever-evolving beer for us. It is an opportunity to experiment with a wide variety of experimental hops. The profile of this beer changes batch to batch due to the hops we use. Each brew
showcases a different varietal of hop but the idea stays the same—a deliciously educational way to
learn about new hops. IBU: 150 | ABV: 9%

Old Soul Belgian Style Ale

A healthy amount of wheat gives this beer a very smooth mouth feel that is accompanied by a fruity
yeast character. Belgian candy contributes to this beer’s light body and complex flavor. European
hops team up with Juniper berries to offer a soft, subtle spiciness. IBU: 32 | ABV: 7.5%

Local’s Stash Barleywine Cranberry

This traditional English Barleywine is boiled for 3 hours, resulting in heavy malt, caramel, and
dark fruit flavor. The addition of cranberry puree adds subtle tartness to this full-bodied beer.
IBU: 35 | ABV 11%
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Crooked Stave Artisan Beer Project
Ft. Collins, CO
www.crookedstave.com

Denver, CO
www.denverbeerco.com

Four Sheets

Colorado Wild Sage

This Belgian Quad features a huge malty backbone complemented by fig, grape, and fruity tones
provided by a blend of belgian yeasts. ABV: 10.6%

Hop Savant IPA

Collaboration with Draught Works Brewery, Missoula, MT. This Imperial Porter was aged in Heaven
Hill Rye Whiskey barrels for 3 months. Rich and Chocolaty with strong oak/whisky aroma and
flavor. ABV: 8.6%

Mountain Saison Farmhouse Artisan Ale brewed with white sage and lemongrass. ABV: 7.2%
This brew is made of a blend of different hops (36% Citra, 36% Mosaic, and 28% Simcoe). To keep
things interesting, each batch is dry hopped using different experimental hops varietals. The bottles
are marked on the back to show which strain was used for that specific batch. ABV: 6.7%

Wild Mint Imperial Coffee Stout

Imperial Stout brewed with coffee and wild mint. ABV: 8%

Suriete Reserva Peach

Golden sour ale aged in oak barrels with peaches. ABV: 7%

Deep Ellum Brewing Company
Dallas, TX
www.deepellumbrewing.com

Dreamcrusher Imperial IPA

It’s no secret, at DEBC, we’re quite fond of hops. Citrusy, piney, floral and fruity hops are at least a
third of the reason we got ourselves into this whole brewing adventure. Hops may be the current ruler
of the craft beer scene, and we, for one, welcome our resinous, spicy, bitter overlords. We’ve taken
the IPA to its Event Horizon. Get the picture? It’s hoppy! IBU: 100+ | ABV: 9.5%

Numb Comfort Barrel-aged American Barleywine

Barleywines are biggest baddest brews in the Pale Ale family. Malt flavors, Everything from hop
bitterness and aroma to the yeasty esters has been turned up to “11.” Our Numb Comfort is the
continuation of the American interpretation of the style originally of British origin. We fill the mash tun
to the top with four of our favorite malts, then dose it with enough of our favorite resinous, piney and
fruity hops to balance. English Ale yeast takes it from there. We then age a portion of this flavorful ale
in oak whiskey barrels to drive the complexity past the horizon. IBU: 85 | ABV: 11%

Duvel Moorgat USA
Belgium
www.duvelusa.com

Duvel Belgian Golden Ale

Elegant Pilsner malts, Bohemian hops, & a unique yeast strain. Quintessential Belgian
Golden Ale. ABV: 8.5%

Duvel Tripel Hop Dry Hopped Belgian Golden Ale

Dry Hopped Belgian Golden Ale – Experimental Hop HBC 291. Black pepper, rose, lavender
notes. ABV: 9.5%
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Denver Beer Company

Multitask

Drama Queen

This barrel-aged beauty showcases a wide range of fruity flavors and aromas. Notes of plum,
raspberry, pear, and peach are derived from aging in a mix of French Cabernet, Merlot and Malbec
oak barrels. The base Saison was made with wheat and malted barley and fermented with a blend
of yeasts to achieve complementary aromas and a dryness to balance the sweet fruit flavors and
oaky undertones provided from barrel aging. Gold Medal winner at the 2016 GABF in the Wood and
Barrel Aged category. ABV: 8.3%

Deschutes Brewery

Bend, OR
www.deschutesbrewery.com

Pinot Suave

A unique Belgian-style ale with notes of Pinot grape, berries and dried fruit along with light malt and
caramel flavors. 15 IBU | 11.8% ABV

The Dissident 2015

A distinctive Belgian-style brown ale. Fermented with wild yeast, we have to isolate this brew so as
not to influence the others. Otherwise, we just might have anarchy on our hands. Here’s to solitary
confinement! And shared exploration. 25 IBU | 11.1% ABV

Black Butte XXVI

Our 26th anniversary Imperial Porter was aged in bourbon barrels and dry spiced with Theo’s cocoa
nibs, revealing hints of vanilla and chocolate. Pomegranate molasses and cranberries complement
the robust flavor with a hint of fruit and just enough tart to make you smile. 60 IBU | 10.2% ABV

Durango Brewing Company
Durango, CO
www.durangobrewing.com

Derail Ale

Belgian-style Tripel brewed with Sorachi Ace hops, pink peppercorns and orange. ABV: 8%

Derailed on Brett

Belgian-style Tripel aged in Syrah Barrels with Brettanomyces. ABV: 8.4%

Durango Barleywine

English-style Barleywine with huge amounts of UK malts and East Kent Goldings hops. ABV: 10%
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Destihl Brewery
Bloomington, IL
www.destihlbrewery.com

St. Dekkera Reserve Sour Ale Series – Framboise

Oak barrel-aged Lambic-style ale with Raspberries. Saint Dekkera Reserve Sour Ale series are naturally soured by spontaneous/wild secondary fermentation and aging in oak barrels with microflora
wonderfully unique to our downstate Illinois terroir, where we embrace the individual, wild character
of each barrel to produce beers with a wide array of acidity, sourness and unadulterated funkiness.
2016 GABF Silver Medal winner – Fruited Wood and Barrel Aged Sour Beer

St. Dekkera Reserve Sour Ale Series – Flanders Oud Bruin

Saint Dekkera Reserve Sour Ale series are naturally soured by spontaneous/wild secondary fermentation and aging in oak barrels with microflora wonderfully unique to our downstate Illinois terroir,
where we embrace the individual, wild character of each barrel to produce beers with a wide array of
acidity, sourness and unadulterated funkiness.

St. Dekkera Reserve Sour Ale Series – Zure Dubbel Stout

Oak Barrel Aged Sour Double Stout. Saint Dekkera Reserve Sour Ale series are naturally soured
by spontaneous/wild secondary fermentation and aging in oak barrels with microflora wonderfully
unique to our downstate Illinois terroir, where we embrace the individual, wild character of each
barrel to produce beers with a wide array of acidity, sourness and unadulterated funkiness.

Dosvidayna

Like a Russian Matryoshka or ‘nesting’ doll, the secret of Dosvidanya Russian Imperial Stout lies
locked deep within her mysterious & elaborate wooden layers. The hidden soul of this dark oak
bourbon barrel-aged beer that we said Dosvidanya ‘goodbye’ to several months before revealing,
is its rich flavors like dark chocolate, toffee, black cherries and coffee along with robust & toasty
maltiness that finishes dry.

Dosvidayna Rye

Bloomington, IL
www.destihlbrewery.com

Metallurgy Sour Collection: Apple

Metallurgy is the technique or science of working with metals, and the sour ales in this unique collection are aged for about a year in stainless steel rather than oak barrels to maintain sour ales in their
purest form. This metal-aged purity and simplicity is further complemented by relying solely on the
wild yeasts and other micro flora naturally occurring on the fruits to beautifully and spontaneously
sour these beers, bridging all gaps between ciders, wines and ales. This sour apple ale greets you
with noticeable aromas and flavors of Brettanomyces and a pale gold color that teases your palate
with flavors of apple skins, then leaves a light, dry finish.

Bourbon Barrel Aged Antiquity Rye Wine

This special bourbon barrel-aged release of Antiquity Rye Wine Ale evokes memories of our grandparent’s home laden with antique oak furniture, ornate woodwork, pipe tobacco, & toffee candies,
while sipping this dark copper ale that has a spicy/peppery note from rye, rich maltiness, oak character and aromas/flavors like melted caramel, toffee, vanilla, sweet chocolate and raisins in a full-bodied beer balanced by a dry, hoppy finish.

Dillon Dam Brewery

Dillon, CO
www.dambrewery.com

Here’s Your Dam IPA

You asked for it, now Here’s Your Dam IPA! Fruity grapefruit aroma leads the charge to a pile of
piney, spicy hops with a variety of citrus notes including Citra, Simcoe, Amarillo, El Dorado, Chinook,
and Cascade. A light golden backbone accentuates the hops in this incredibly smooth IPA. ABV: 7%

High Speed Quad

Like a Russian Matryoshka or ‘nesting’ doll, the secret of Dosvidanya Russian Imperial Stout lies
locked deep within her dark, mysterious and elaborate wooden layers. The hidden soul of this oak
rye whiskey barrel-aged beer that we said Dosvidanya (goodbye) to several months before revealing, is its rich, robust and roasty maltiness that finshes dry with pleasant spiciness from the barrel.

Aged in a Breckenridge Rum Barrels. The High Speed Quad will transport you to the height of
complexity. This is a deep, dark, rich Belgian Ale brewed with a specialty yeast that produces clove
esters which balance well with various dark malts which provide rich notes of caramel, raisin, plum,
and figs. ABV: 10.6%

Metallurgy Sour Collection – Pear

Stout aged in a WOODS Whiskey Barrels. This strong, complex, and flavorful imperial stout was
brewed with Coffee, Oatmeal, Vanilla, and Ecuadorian Cocoa Nibs then aged in a Whiskey Barrel
from WOODS distillery in Salida, CO. ABV: 11%

Metallurgy is the technique or science of working with metals, and the sour ales in this unique collection are aged for about a year in stainless steel rather than oak barrels to maintain sour ales in
their purest form. This metal-aged purity and simplicity is further complemented by relying solely on
the wild yeasts and other microflora naturally occurring on the fruits to beautifully and spontaneously
sour these beers, bridging all gaps between ciders, wines and ales. Sour Pear Ale presents with a
pronounced aroma of fresh pears and Brettanomyces with light straw color, a mouthfeel and body
that is velvety soft from fruit skins, similar to sauvignon blanc wine, and a bright flavor evocative of
ripe, fleshy pears.
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Destihl Brewery

C.O.V.E.

Winter Warmer

This is a spiced Brown ale brewed in the Wassail tradition. Spices like Nutmeg, fresh ginger, allspice, cinnamon, and cloves give a belly-warming flavor that will stick with you through a
cold night. ABV: 7%
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Dogfish Head Brewing Company
Milton, DE
www.dogfish.com

90 Minute IPA

An Imperial IPA best savored from a snifter, 90 Minute has a great malt backbone that stands up to
the extreme hoping rate. 90 Minute IPA was the first beer we continuously hopped, allowing for a
pungent – but not crushing – hop flavor. IBU: 90 | ABV: 9%

2013 World Wide Stout

Brewed with a ridiculous amount of barley. World Wide Stout is dark, roasty and complex. This ageable Ale clocks in at an impressive IBU: 70 | ABV: 15-20%

2014 Theobroma

The discovery of this beverage pushed back the earliest use of cocoa for human consumption more
than 500 years to 1,200 B.C. As per the analysis, Dogfish Head’s Theobroma (translated into “food
of the gods”) is brewed with Aztec cocoa powder and cocoa nibs (from our friends at Askinosie
Chocolate), honey, chiles, and annatto (fragrant tree seeds). IBU: 8 | ABV: 9%

2009 Fort

An ale brewed with a ridiculous amount of raspberry juice. Fort has a Belgian-style base, then we
follow a similar fermentation process to the one we use on beers like 120 Minute IPA and World Wide
Stout. Fort is also an excellent food beer. Our favorite pairings include anything chocolate or a nice
piece of duck. IBU: 49 | ABV: 15-16%

Dry Dock Brewing Company
Aurora, CO
www.drydockbrewing.com

2016 Double Vanilla Porter

Dry Dock’s classic Vanilla Porter recipe, amplified. This beer has a dark chocolate essence with hints
of dark fruit and subtle smoke. Big-bodied and creamy, Double Vanilla Porter is a strong ale that
takes on whiskey and oak aromas from the barrels it ages in, and finishes surprisingly dry for a beer
of its brawn. IBU: 20 | ABV: 10.5%

2016 Raspberry Imperial Stout

A fresh take on our classic Imperial Stout. Rich raspberries added to this robust barrel aged
beer amplify its dark fruit backbone for a taste as decadent as a chocolate raspberry cordial.
IBU: 50 | ABV: 10%

2016 Hazelnut Double Coffee Porter

Bright, fruit-forward coffee is mixed with luscious hazelnut in our barrel aged Double Porter to create
this brilliant taste experience that melds dark chocolate nuances, nuttiness, and gentle coffee acidity.
IBU: 30 | ABV: 10.5%

2016 Bligh’s Barleywine Ale

Malty and complex, this big beer has a strong caramel backbone supporting oak and whiskey flavors
with hints of dark fruits. The nose wafts of coconut, toffee, and a smooth hint of alcohol. The flavor
and aroma meld, becoming one after just a single sip. This beer is ready to drink, but also ages with
the best of them. IBU: 30 | ABV: 10.5%

Eddyline Brewery
Buena Vista, CO
www.eddylinebrewing.com

14’er Java Stout

The Arkansas River Valley is home to 14,000′ peaks in Colorado and this beer fits the bill.
A rich Imperial Java Stout with Buena Vista Roastery coffee and lots of roasted chocolate
malts. IBU: 30 | ABV: 8.4%

Barrel Aged 14’er Java Stout

Our 14’er Java Stout aged in Deerhammer whiskey oak barrels for 8 months that is incredibly smooth
with a subtle oak finish. IBU: 50 | ABV: 10%

Epic Day Double IPA

A complex malt bill with a platform that allows the pungent hop blend to shine with notes of grapefruit,
tropical fruit, pine and resin. This is sure to satisfy the thirst of the most aggressive hop heads while
maintaining remarkable drinkability. IBU: 100 | ABV: 8.5%
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2016 Whiskey Barrel Aged Double Apricot Blonde Ale

Dry Dock’s flagship Apricot Blonde gets a boost in ABV and complexity in the first offering of the
2016 Signature Series. Aged with apricot puree for five months in Colorado whiskey barrels, Double Apricot seamlessly melds fruit and bourbon flavors, creating notes of caramel and burnt sugar.
This beer is surprisingly delicate in body and rounded out by dry oak and sweet sherry nuances.
IBU: 30 | ABV: 10%

2015 10th Anniversary Quadrupel

After a year in the bottle, this beer is tasting mighty fine! To celebrate our 10th anniversary we brewed
this Belgian-style Dark Strong Ale, a beer experience that conjures thoughts of monastery cellars
deep in the Belgian countryside. A fresh bottle will present bright flavors of cherry, plum, and caramel
candy while notes of vanilla, toffee, and fresh tobacco can reward those with the patience to wait 10
months… maybe even another 10 years. 38 IBU | ABV 10%
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Elevation Beer Company
Poncha Springs, CO
www.elevationbeerco.com

2016 False Summit Quadrupel Ale

Salt Lake City, UT
www.epicbrewing.com

Big Bad Baptist Imperial Stout

Aromas of dark fruits, vanilla, and Bourbon seep off of False Summit with notes of plums, dark cherries, bourbon, oak, and vanilla on the palate. False Summit is a beer to drink while mapping out your
next adventure and should help motivate you to always keep moving to the top. IBU: 30 | ABV: 11.1%

This luxuriously rich imperial stout is aged in used whiskey/Bourbon barrels and then infused with
real coffee and coca nibs. ABV: 13.5%

Arete American Barleywine 2015, 2016

Inspired by the spicy and bold flavors of a Café de Olla (Mexican spiced Coffee) we’ve added Vanilla
and Cinnamon along with Mexican Coffee beans and cacao nibs to our 100% Barrel-aged Big Bad
Baptist. ABV: 11.7%

In ancient Greek culture, the term Arête referred to the notion of excellence. At Elevation Beer Co we
strive for excellence through the pursuit of our craft. Arête is a single-hop ale. Abundant amounts of
American two-row barley and crystal malts, coupled with a long boil, give Arête its signature caramel
and toffee-like flavor. Generous amounts of Centennial hops help balance this beer’s malty sweetness. IBU: 67 | ABV: 12%

Wave Wheel Wit

Belgain Style Wit spiced with orange peel & coriander. Aromas of grain and citrus with flavors of
subtle orange zest and wheat meld with coriander and spice. Easy drinking with an effervescent
finish. IBU: 20 | ABV: 4.6%

FATE Brewing Company
Boulder, CO
www.fatebrewingcompany.com

Decima Sour Quad

Belgian Quad aged in Leopold Brothers peach whiskey barrels with wild yeast and bacteria. Tart
cherry flavor with nice acidity and a smooth finish. ABV: 11%

Dazbog Double Barrel Aged Imperial Stout

Imperial Stout aged in pinot noir wine barrels and Woods Bourbon barrels. Notes of dark chocolate,
red berry, vanilla and bourbon. ABV: 8.8%

RHS ‘98

Sour imperial red IPA aged in Woods Bourbon barrels. Featuring mosaic and azalea hops. Tropical,
fruity hops play nicely off of the malt and acidity. IBU: 98 | ABV: 9.8%

Veroandi

A blended stock ale. One half strong ale featuring New Zealand hops motoeka, rakau, pacifica and
nelson sauvin. The other half is an oak aged strong ale featuring Australian hops galaxy, summer and
ella. Tropical and fruity with warming alcohol and oak backbone. ABV: 9.6%
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Epic Brewing Company

Big Bad Baptista Imperial Stout

Double Barrel Big Bad Baptist Imperial Stout

We’ve aged green Ethiopian Coffee Beans in whiskey barrels and hand selected the best Baptist
casks for a double blast of bourbon barrel character. ABV: 12.3%

Oak and Orchard Fruited Sour Beer

These sour releases are fruited and aged in oak for months. The first release was inspired by Syrah
wine and spent the first part of its life in a recently acquired Foeder from Napa Valley before being
siphoned into casks with blueberry, boysenberry, and black currants. ABV: 8.5%

Sour Brainless on Pineapple Fruited Sour Beer

We blend the soured beer into hand-selected oak barrels with fresh pineapple puree, where it undergoes additional sour fermentation and aging. ABV: 8.7%

Tart n’ Juicy Sour IPA

We’ve combined the clean, puckering tartness of kettle souring with an abundance of juicy, citrus-driven hops to create a beer that’s the best of both worlds. ABV: 4.5%

Brainless Belgian Style Golden Ale

Complex malt flavors and strong influences of fermentation esters from the Belgian yeast. Noble
Hops give this beer a subtle spice note. ABV: 8.5%

Utah Sage Saison Belgian Style Ale

Three different premium malts, rye, wheat, Saison yeast and strong American Hops create an extremely complex base. Sage, thyme and rosemary as well as a dry hop charge of Citra Hops adds
herbal and tropical notes. An extremely dry, nuanced beer with touches of sage, papaya, guava and
a crisp, peppery finish. ABV: 7.9%

Imperial IPA

This beer is the most hop-driven beer we make. Every release features new and exciting
hop varieties. ABV: 10.3%
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Elysian Brewing Company
Seattle, WA
www.elysianbrewing.com

The Fix Chocolate Coffee Imperial Stout

Dark, rich, and roasty with Stumptown coffee and aged on cocoa nibs sourced by Theo Chocolate,
this stout is complex and full of your favorite dark matter. Beer. Chocolate. Coffee. Whatever your
jones, we’ve got The Fix. Malts: pale, Crisp C77, chocolate, kiln coffee, carafa types 2 & 3.Hops:
Centennial and Cascade ABV: 8.9%

Omen Belgian Style Raspberry Stout

Omen is a heavy-bodied beer with a broad wingspan of dark malts, including Weyermann Dark Munich, Castle Amber, Franco-Belges Kiln Coffee and Roasted Barley and Chocolate and Black malts
from Crisp in the UK. The esters of a classic Trappist yeast flutter amid all that malty goodness and
the tang of Washington raspberries add a compelling fruity complexity. ABV: 7.9%

Firestone Walker Brewing Company
Paso Robles, CA
www.firestonebeer.com

Parabola Imperial Stout

This Russian imperial oatmeal stout is aged for a full year in a blend of bourbon barrels from Elijah
Craig, Four Roses, Pappy Van Winkle, Woodford Reserve and Buﬀalo Trace, developing ﬂavors
of rich, chewy roasted malts, charred oak and bourbony vanilla. Parabola bares its teeth with its
impenetrable black hue and soaring alcohol, yet its bite remains reﬁned with a silky, balanced ﬁnish.

Helldorado Blonde Barley Wine

Frederick, MD
www.flyingdogbrewery.com

Raging Bitch Belgian IPA

Raging Bitch’s groundbreaking debut in 2009 set the stage for a new genre in American IPA’s. In
combining the distinctive characteristics of Belgian yeast with tropical, fruit forward, Pacific Northwest hops, a truly unique beer was born. ABV: 8.3%

Gonzo Imperial Porter

Brewed in honor of the late Hunter S Thompson, this robust and hoppy Imperial Porter has notes of
chocolate, caramel, and coffee with an assertive hop presence. ABV: 9.2%

K-9 Winter Warmer Holiday Ale

Brewed with cocoa, cardamom, and vanilla, this malty winter warmer greets the pallet with notes of
dark fruit, chocolate, and caramel malt. Warming indeed. ABV: 7.4%

Fort Collins Brewery

Fort Collins, CO
www.fortcollinsbrewery.com

Belgian-Style Oud Bruin

A blend of fresh Belgian ale and aged sour ale with Wild Saccharomyces, Brettanomyces, Lactobacillus, and Pediococcus providing a distinct tartness. Flavors of currants and raisins mingle with a relative sweetness and an obvious acidity that becomes more complex as the beer warms. 21 months
in the making, this is an elegant beer with a distinct tartness. A complex beer, comprised of aged
and blended sours, this brew is naturally carbonated through can conditioning. IBU: 23 | ABV: 7.3%

Peaches & Barley

Helldorado breaks the mold of barrel aging with a deep golden color from being brewed solely with
English and American pale malts. The bready, honeyed flavors of pale malts pull out rich wildflower
honey, vanilla and coconut notes from the oak, creating an overall flavor evocative of bourbon-glazed
graham crackers that stands as singularly unique in our Vintage lineup. Helldorado may be lighter in
color but it is a full-bodied and densely concentrated sipper at ABV:11.8%

Belgian-Style Peach Saison. Bursting with intricate flavors of peaches, apricots, ginger, black pepper, and sweet orange peel, with a complex phenolic character from traditional Belgian Saison yeast.
Soft alcohol warmth rounds out the brew and leaves spicier notes to linger alongside the relatively
dry finish. A complex yet balanced beer with distinct notes of fruit, spice, and yeast. Despite packing
a punch this is a very accessible and palate pleasing beer. IBU: 35 | A BV: 7.5%

XX Anniversary Ale Blended Barley Wine

An extravagant Imperial Stout aged for months in rum barrels to give delectable flavors of oak,
rum notes & vanilla. Brewed and aged with cacao nibs, two types of chocolate, & vanilla beans. A
pleasant sweetness from caramel malts rounds out the roasted flavors for a deeply satisfying brew.
IBU: 70 | ABV: 10.5%

Since founding our brewery in 1996, we have specialized in the rare art of brewing beer in oak barrels. In the fall of 2006, we released a limited edition oak-aged strong ale called 10 to commemorate
our 10th anniversary. The experience was greater than any one of us could have ever imagined. We
now present XX, our 11th release in what has become an annual autumn rite at our brewery.

Krieky Bones Wild Ale with Sour Cherries

This beer begins its life as a Flanders Red style beer aged 24 months in a 2200 gallon French oak
foeder. Sour Montmorency cherries are added and allowed a secondary fermentation. The aroma
is of cherry pie complete with flavors of pie crust and spicy notes. Vienna malt notes give way to an
assertive acidity, and a bright carbonation. A santé!
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Flying Dog Brewery

Rum Barrel-Aged Imperial Chocolate Stout

Double Down, Gose IPA

A very hop flavor and aroma forward take on a sour German standard. Blending specific elements
of 2 very different styles that compliment and contrast one another results in a unique and delicious
combination of flavors and sensations. Aromas of citrus, apricot, papaya, lychee, and passion fruit
from Equinox and Summer hops are complimented by a mild spice from Indian Coriander. The
contrast of a sour lactic kick and a touch of salt results in a delicious blend of flavors and sensations.
IBU: 45 | ABV: 5.5%
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Full Sail Brewing Company
Hood River, OR
www.fullsailbrewing.com

Golden City Brewery

Golden, CO
www.gcbrewery.com

Brewmance

2016 Bourbon Stout

A deep and complex brew that is black as night with a strong roasted malt character and full body.
Aged in Wild Turkey Barrels for 12 months. IBU: 40 | ABV: 9.5%

2016 Bourbon Wheatwine

Complex oak aromas of vanilla and caramel with notes of toffee, marmalade and dates. Aged in Wild
Turkey Barrels for 12 months. 100% wheat. IBU: 42 | ABV: 12%

Imperial Red IPA . ABV: 9.3%

MMMperial Stout
ABV: 9.2%

I’m Lenny! Deerhammer

Whiskey barrel-aged Imperial Stout ABV: 9.2%

Bear Wood

Bear Creek Distillery Wheat whiskey barrel-aged Imperial Stout ABV: 9.2%

2017 Slipknot IPA

Full bodied Dry Hopped IPA with upfront hop aroma and bitterness to the big malt body! Cascade,
Nugget, Mosaic, & Citra Hops. IBU: 80 | ABV: 7%

Goose Island Beer Company
Chicago, IL
www.gooseisland.com

Bourbon County Stout

Grand Teton Brewing Company
Victor, ID
www.grandtetonbrewing.com

Coming Home Holiday Ale

American-Style Rye Wine. Our holiday ale this year is a barleywine brewed with rye. This ale is a
dark ruby red color with generous malt body and peppery spiciness. The spicy rye is complemented
by about five pounds of hops per barrel giving this strong ale a decidedly American flavor The flavor
profile will continue to mellow over time, allowing the malt to shine with additional notes of raisin and
fig. IBU: 75 | ABV: 10%

Sour Brown

Flanders-Style Brown Ale. Fermented with a blend of wild yeasts and bacteria, then aged 18 months
in French Oak with Lactobacillus and Brettanomyces, producing a copper-colored beer that is complex, sour, oaky and very drinkable. ABV: 8.4%

Bourbon Barrel-Aged Double Vision

Dopplebock aged in Bourbon Barrels. Our acclaimed dopplebock - Ratebeer’s Number Six in the
World - aged more than a year in freshly-emptied Heaven Hill Bourbon barrels. ABV: 11%
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Back in 1979 the folks at Heaven Hill Distilleries filled a handful of new freshly charred American
white oak barrels with some of their finest whiskey. It is rare for Bourbon to age in barrels for more
than twenty-three years. But these barrels patiently sat for over thirty years. The extra years developed a distinct and complex character that makes them truly one-of-a kind. We filled those barrels
with Bourbon County Brand Stout, and then stored them away in our Chicago Barrel House to age
for two more years. With these rare barrels from our friends at Heaven Hill we believe this is one of
the finest beers we have ever produced. This is Goose Island Rare Bourbon County Brand Stout.
IBU: 60 | ABV: 14.5%

BCS Proprietors

Proprietor’s Bourbon County Brand Stout is meant to show our immense gratitude to our neighbors
here in Chicago – the loyal and adventurous fans whose support helped bring Bourbon County
Brand Stout to towering new heights. Each year this release will differ from the previous year; a
special variant created for Chicago and unique to the year it was released. Whether your first sip is
today or was from that first batch in 1992, thank you for lifting us up on your big shoulders and joining
us every year to celebrate the original bourbon barrel aged stout. IBU: 60 | ABV: 14.1%

Halia

Halia is a farmhouse ale aged in wine barrels with whole peaches, resulting in bright, effervescent
fruit notes in a soft, hazy body that finishes slightly tart and sweet with the pleasant character of ripe,
juicy peaches. Literally meaning “remembrance of a loved one” in Hawaiian, Halia was brewed in
memory of the dear friend of one of our brewers who loved peaches. IBU: 11 | ABV: 7.5%

Sofie

Our sparkling Belgian Style Farmhouse Ale is wine barrel-aged with an abundance of hand-zested
orange peel. Spicy white pepper notes contrast the citrus tartness. The light, refreshing, creamy
vanilla finish will excite those fond of Champagne. IBU: 20 | ABV: 6.5%
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Great Divide Brewing Company

Denver, CO
www.greatdivide.com

The Smoothness 2016

A Dark Lager aged in Jameson whiskey barrels as a part of the Drinking Buddies campaign. This
beer is a collaboration with Jameson Caskmates who will be releasing a Jameson whiskey aged in
the same barrels after we shipped them back to Ireland. ABV: 8.5%

Red Wine Barrel Aged Yeti Imperial Stout 2015

Rather than aging our beloved Imperial Stout in whiskey barrels, we chose to take a very small
amount of the beer and age it in red wine barrels. This difference results in a surprising tannic dryness and nuance while still maintaining the beer’s core roasty and rich toffee flavors, offering a whole
new experience with this barrel aged beast. ABV: 11%

Barrel Aged Yeti Imperial Stout

This unique version of our monstrous Yeti Imperial Stout is aged for at least 12 months in
whiskey barrels. The spirited aging process produces a hugely complex but mellowed Yeti, with
its signature roasted flavors, hints of vanilla and oak, and a whiskeyed finish. Who says you
can’t tame a beast? ABV: 12%

Gravity Brewing Company
Louisville, CO
www.thegravitybrewing.com

Olde Gravitatem

A Traditional strong English Ale with a complex vinous balance of malt sweetness, caramel, dried
fruit & molasses. IBU: 41 | ABV: 8.1%

Coal Kriek

2016 World Beer Cup Silver! Belgian-style Dubbel with Michigan Montmorency tart Cherry. Cherry
Pie in a glass! IBU: 25 | ABV: 6.5%

Desertas

Traditional Baltic Porter brewed with Ghanan Cocoa Nibs, fresh raspberry and German lager yeast.
IBU: 29 | ABV: 7%

Tsar Bomba

Russian Imperial Stout with layers of dark roasted grains with the sweetness of molasses and brown
sugar. This huge beer is hopped with Columbus Hops. IBU: 60 | ABV: 11%

22nd Anniversary Dark American Sour Ale (2015)

An expert blend of bold character, this Dark American Sour is a perfect culmination of 22 years of
craft and ingenuity. Aged in red wine barrels, this robust offering is as sophisticated as it is sour.
Notes of black cherry jam and tobacco are countered by a welcome tartness and tannic oak finish
that lasts long after each sip, making 22nd Anniversary a beer you won’t soon forget. ABV: 8.7%

Barrel Aged Old Ruffian Barley Wine

This special release of our acclaimed, hefty barley wine has been aged for over 12 months in whiskey barrels. The process tempers Old Ruffian’s edges for a mellowed version with heady whiskey
flavors and subtle oak notes. This rounded wonder clocks in at IBU: 90 | ABV: 12.8%

Orabelle Belgian-Style Tripel

Orabelle is brewed with barley, wheat, oats, and rye. This Belgian-Style Tripel is a golden beauty.
Its two yeast strains, orange peel and dash of coriander impart surprising complexity and richness
to this delicate ale. Don’t let Orabelle’s demure nature fool you; this is one flavorful pour. Watch out,
she’s a charmer – one sip and you’ll be in love. ABV: 8.3%

Hogshead Brewery
Denver, CO
www.hogsheadbrewery.com

Old Burton Extra (OBE)

Thus, we present to you “Old Burton Extra:” A large ale of considerable strength (8.9%abv), hopped
with Goldings in the kettle Fuggles dry-hop, this ale drinks with huge fruit esters, dark candied fruit,
considerable dry bitterness, and faint notes of spicy hop, caramel, and fruitcake. But watch out because as the old 19th century song goes,”Ne’er tell me of liquors from Spain or from France, They
may get in your heels and inspire you to dance. But Ale of old Burton if mellow and right Will get in
your head and inspire you to fight.” IBU: 77 | ABV: 8.9%
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Grimm Brothers Brewhouse
Loveland, CO
www.grimmbrothersbrewhouse.com

Snow Drop

Once upon a time German beer was only deemed pure if it contained the four orthodox ingredients of
brewing: water, barley, hops, and yeast. During this time, an ale known as Köttbusser was outlawed
because it contained oats, honey, and molasses. Over the centuries since its prohibition, Köttbusser
became a lost brewing style. At Grimm Brothers, we’ve resurrected this refreshing ale with a kiss of
hops. You don’t need a magic mirror to know that Snowdrop is the fairest in the land. Recommended
by dwarves everywhere! IBU: 20 | ABV: 7.1%

Barrel Aged Magic Mirror

Magic Mirror is an imperial version of our flagship Snow Drop Kottbusser Ale. It is brewed with more
grains, honey and molasses then aged in oak. The result is a big, malty, light colored ale with just
enough hops to balance the sweetness but still leave a refreshing oak flavor on your tongue. There
is a noticeable but a soft brettanomyces character that adds a additional complexity and hint of
sourness which leaves truly unique finish. IBU: 26 | ABV: 11%

Bourbon Barrel Aged 13th Door

The original 13th Door is a big malty beast that features a slight alcohol warmth with notes of plum,
stone fruit, caramel, and a hint of chocolate on the nose. We took that beer and aged it in bourbon
barrels which only added to the complexity of an already very complex beer. The nose translates to
the tongue adding some sweet toffee fl avors and finishing with a nice bourbon bite. The full body
of the 13th Door combined with the high ABV makes this a great beer for sipping on a cold night or
cellaring for the future. IBU: 90 | ABV: 13%
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Green Flash Brewing Company
San Diego, CA
www.greenflashbrew.com

Blanc Tarte Barrique

This barrel-aged sour is fermented with Brettanomyces and Lactobacillus before extended barrel
aging in red and white wine barrels. IBU: 14 | ABV: 4.5%

Oculus Sauvage

Our Belgian-style Imperial IPA, Le Freak, aged in red wine barrels with Brettanomyces. ABV: 10.1%

Oculus Sauvage with Black Currant

Our Belgian-style Imperial IPA, Le Freak, aged in red wine barrels with Brettanomyces and the addition of fruity sweetness of black currant. IBU: 101 | ABV: 10.7%

Sepia Frumento

Our legendary, California-influenced Barleywine aged for 2 years in fine bourbon barrels, and then
meticulously blended by our Barrelmaster so that the finished beer retains a bold and complex oaky
character. It pours a brilliant rich mahogany, and presents an aroma of pure bourbon with a touch of
toffee. IBU: 20 | ABV: 13.5%

Jester King Brewery

Austin, TX
www.jeserkingbrewery.com

Montmorency vs. Balaton

Sour, barrel-aged beer refermented on Michigan Cherries.

Boxer’s Revenge

Sour, barrel-aged Strong Ale.

SPON Methode Gueuze 2016 Blend

Blend of 1, 2 and 3 year old TX Hill Country Spontaneously Fermented Beer.

Our Mutual Friend Brewing Company
Denver, CO
www.omfbrewing.com

Barrel Aged Winter Warmer

Dark winter warmer with house roasted grains and aged in Law’s whiskey barrels for one year.
IBU: 25 | ABV: 10%

Horse & Dragon Brewing Company
Fort Collins, CO
www.horseanddragonbrewing.com

Rum Barrel Aged Coconut Porter

Our Scottish Tradesman Coconut Porter is a smooth blend of dark malts with coconut-ty hints of the
Caribbean – and it packs a secret punch. Spending almost a year mellowing out in rum barrels from
St. Croix added some fantastic layers of flavors to the original beer. The aroma gives hints of spicy
rum and cake-like vanilla and chocolate, the body is thick and creamy; coconut continues in the
flavor and heightens the interplay between the malts. The beer finishes dry and sweet with a tiny hint
of the warmth those barrels previously contained. Enjoy our last keg of this beer and ready yourself
for colder days heading our way. ABV: 9.0%

H&D Snug Vanilla Caramel Double Cream Ale

A wonderful winter warmer, this creamy, sweet ale will bring to mind warm blankets, fireside conversations, and all the best holiday cookies. It pours with a delicious, creamy head that is redolent with
vanilla caramel aroma. Caramel continues in the taste, and the beer finishes with a bit of a warning
that it is not an ale to be taken lightly. ABV: 8.2%

Agitated Aardvark Imperial IPA

Strong, pungent, resiny fumes waft from this pale golden colored ale while a pinching bitterness
tingles the sides and tip of your tongue. A light grain maltiness rounds out the first taste, with
hop bitterness lingering before it leaves a clean finish to clear out your palate. A hop lover’s
heaven! ABV: 8.5%
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Barrel Aged Thanatoid

Robust, roasty Imperial Stout aged in Laws Bourbon barrels.

24 Frames Per Second Barrel-aged Sour Ale

Sour barrel fermented and aged brett beer brewed with 100 percent Colorado ingredients. Tropical,
tart, slightly hoppy, dry.

Abdij Koningshoeven

Netherlands
www.artisanalimports.com
Find Us At: ARTISANAL IMPORTS TABLE

La Trappe Quadrupel

‘Quadrupel’ is the heaviest specialty from La Trappe. The taste is full, mild and pleasantly bitter. This
beer is bottled by date. ABV: 10%

La Trappe Blond

A 2016 World Beer Cup Gold Medal Winner, La Trappe Blond is suitably yellow in color, with a
creamy white head. This blond is at the same time fruity, malty, and refreshing with notes of mango
and apple. Slightly sweet, with a malty and bready flavor but a cheerfully dry finish. ABV: 6.5%
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Joseph James Brewing Company
Henderson, NV
www.jjbrewing.com

8th Anniversay Barrel-aged Strong Ale

Blend of three contrasting bourbon barrel-aged ales: an imperial stout, smoked doppelbock, and a
Belgian dark strong ale with cherry and plums. We then added vanilla beans to the final blend, which
creates an extra layer of complexity and a smooth symmetry. IBU: 25, ABV: 9.7%

Bourbon Barrel-aged Imperial Stout

Our 2016 Bourbon Barrel Imperial Stout was aged in Elijah Craig 12 year barrels, creating an incredibly complex depth of flavor. There are no shortcuts. This ale cannot be rushed or hurried through
the aging process. Each barrel is tasted to assess its worthiness and we exclude barrels that don’t
make the cut. In the end, we have created a unique beer that we hope you enjoy as much as we do.
IBU: 70 | ABV: 10%

Imperial Mild Ale

Yeah, we know. It sounds contradictory but in fact, Imperial Milds, otherwise known as “XXX” ales,
date back to 19th century England. We don’t have much reference as to what these historical ales
tasted like, but we like to think this is a close representation. Briefly aged in 2nd generation bourbon
barrels to impart traditional oak-cask flavors; lightly hopped for mild-like drinkability and made with a
mix of bready English malts for an intensely rich flavor. IBU: 20 | ABV: 8.3%

Lagunitas Brewing Company
Petaluma, CA
www.lagunitas.com

High West Imperial Coffee Stout

2016 One Hitter Series. This purely barrel-aged beast couldn’t have been done without the help from
our friends at High West Distillery in Park City, Utah and Chicago’s own Metropolcs Coffee Co. We
brewed a rich, malty Imperial Stout with some Spice Island coffee beans, then let it vintag-ize in High
West Rye and Bourbon Barrels for 3, 6 & 12 months…It’s good to have friends!

Vintage Gnarlywine

2016 One Hitter Series. The first sip is for thirst, the second one for pleasure. The third sip is for knowing,
and the fourth for pure madness. Since 1996, our Olde Gnarly Wine Ale has satisfied thirst, enhanced
pleasure and even encouraged romance…as for pure madness? Try it. Let us know! ABV: 10.1%

Citrusinensis Pale Ale

2016 One Hitter Series. We took some fresh Sanguinello Blood Oranges, juiced ‘em, concentrated
that juice (without heat) and threw it into a wheatier version of our New Dogtown Pale Ale. The end
result? A refreshingly hopped pale-ish ale with a huge citrus burst!

Dark Swan

2016 One Hitter Series. Observers of yester-century once doubted the existence of the Dark Swan,
stating the fair-feathered fowl was the only color of its kind. Explorers eventually upended that theory,
shocking the world and shining light on the Dark. This beer might just do the same. It is a sour ale
fermented with dark red wine grapes, giving it its uniquely deep and rich purple hue. Then it received
the signature Lagunitas treatment with a healthy dose of experimental dry hops. This might just
shock your taste buds.
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La Cumbre Brewing Company
Albuquerque, NM
www.lacumbrebrewing.com

La Negra Barrel Aged Imperial Stout

Big, black, beautiful, and now nearly a year in the making. La Negra is wine barrel-aged Russian
Imperial Stout, brewed with our British Pale malt, and an enormous amount of roasted malts. A 5
hour boil lends a big burnt sugar and raisin character while the intense bitterness gives the beer an
incredible dark chocolate finish. Needless to say, the mouth-feel is what one would expect from one
of the biggest beers we’ve ever brewed. IBU: 80 | ABV: 10.5%

Albus Quercus

6th Anniversary-Barrel Aged Super Saison. This Farmhouse Ale was fermented with a blend of several yeasts from the Hainaut Province of Western Wallonia, Belgium, in the Saison tradition of that
region, and like the Saisons, was brewed with a blend of Pilsner malts. After fermenting at nearly
95°F, this beer was racked into French white oak barrels that previously had aged Chardonnay from
Santa Ynez, California. What emerges is an effervescent beer of intense complexity; grape skin,
almond, black pepper, pineapple and vanilla are all apparent. The flavor is strongly fruity, with light
oak tannins and a good dose of spice from both the yeast and the enormous amounts of premium
Czech Saaz hops used in the boil. The body is lush with alcohol and carbonation and the finish is
bone-dry and quenching. IBU: 40 | ABV: 8.6%

Left Hand Brewing Company
Longmont, CO
www.lefthandbrewing.com

Fade to Black Foreign Export Stout

3X Gold Medal Winner at the Great American Beer Festival in the Foreign Stout category. Volume 1 – Foreign Stout – Pours black with licorice, espresso bean, molasses, and black cardamom notes that give way to a feeling of self loathing, burnt opportunities and smoked relationships.
IBU: 30 | ABV: 8.5%

Smokejumper Imperial Smoked Porter

Here in Colorado we are blessed with abundant natural beauty. Smokejumpers are those fearless
wildland firefighters who specialize in parachuting into the wilderness so that we can continue to
enjoy it. Smokejumper Imperial Porter is a tribute to them – a twenty-one degree plato porter made
with barley malt hand- smoked by our brewers. Roasty brown in color, the long lingering smokiness
wraps around flavors of molasses, toasted malt and an earthy hoppiness. Here’s to smoke in your
glass, not in the woods. IBU: 20 | ABV: 8.8%

Wake Up Dead Russian Imperial Stout

Good Morning. You’ve woken up dead. You’re in ruins. But don’t be discouraged. Here’s a black ale
to brighten your day. Wake Up Dead lurks in our cellars for over 4 months before being unleashed.
Hints of raisins, black licorice, coffee and dark chocolate are followed by earthy, herbal hop notes.
Any apprehensions about the rest of your day are quickly forgotten, for whatever the mind expects,
it finds. IBU: 45 | ABV: 10.2%
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Living the Dream Brewing Company
Littleton, CO
www.livingthedreambrewing.com

Helluva Caucasian Stout

A cream stout modeled after a white Russian cocktail with additions of chocolate, peanut butter,
espresso & vanilla bean. Best paired with a rug that really ties the room together. ABV: 8.1%

The Unforgettable Cockney

English Barleywine. This classic English Barleywine derives all its flavors and aromas from 100%
Maris Otter Pale Ale Malt and East Kent Goldings Hops fermented with a Dry English Ale Strain. A
massive amount of grain in the mash tun and a 3 1/2 hour boil give this beer a velvety mouthfeel with
aromas and flavors of caramel, dried fruit with a distinctly British bready undertone. The intense malt
profile is balanced by a massive amount of East Kent Golding Hop Spiciness. Built for the long haul,
this beer has a lifespan of at least 5 years in bottle. ABV: 12.3%

Festivus Fireside Ale 2016

English Old Ale. Our beer for the Holidays, this English Old Ale features three malts complimented
by a copious amount of English Treacle. The beer is aged on bourbon barrel for additional accent flavors of vanilla and spice. Magnum hops temper the intense molasses, nutty and bready
malt profile with notes of dried figs and plums. Think of a classic bread pudding with a touch of
bourbon. ABV: 9.4%

Loveland Aleworks
Loveland, CO
www.lovelandaleworks.com

American Sour Ale with Raspberries

Kettle sour aged on fruit. Fermented with American ale yeast. Aged with 13 lbs/bbl of Raspberries.
IBU: 5 | ABV: 8.4%

Bourbon Barrel Aged Imperial Stout

Aged in Kentucky Bourbon and Colorado Whiskey barrels for 6 months. Rich vanilla and bourbon
notes compliment spicy American oak character. Coffee, chocolate, raisin and licorice flavors that
balance the big roasted malt backbone. IBU: 62 | ABV: 10.7%

Darkest Day: Chocolate Coconut Porter

A luscious brown porter base, packed with chocolate flavor and loaded with coconut that the brewers
personally toasted. We then aged this beauty on cocoa nibs for a truly amazing chocolate experience. IBU: 24 | ABV: 7%

Sour Golden Ale

Our kettle sour fermented with 3 ale yeasts, Lactobacillus, Pediococcus and Brettanomyces. Then
aged for 1 year in a French oak red wine barrel. Bright, fruity and tart. IBU: 5 | ABV: 8.5%

Bugged and Barrelled Tripel

Our Flagship Tripel all funked up. Aged on sour belgian culture in French oak. IBU: 20 | ABV 7.6%
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Lone Tree Brewing Company
Lone Tree, CO
www.lonetreebrewingco.com

Arctic Spice Old Ale

Arctic Spice Old Ale begins awakening the senses with an aroma of dark fruit notes followed by a
perfect blend of Cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger and all spice. The first sip carries the sweetness of rich
molasses and toffee. Roasted malt mingled with earthy hop notes round out the finish. Best enjoyed
with the warmth of friends and fire. IBU: 30 | ABV: 8%

Stairway to Hops

Hop heads be ready! At a whopping 120 IBU this beer throws a hop punch that hits the mark on all
the senses. IBU: 120 | ABV: 9.7%

Wee Heavy Scottish Ale

Warming, caramel sweetness finsihing with a touch of roast. IBU: 30 | ABV: 9.6%

Lost Highway Brewing Company
Aurora, CO
www.losthighwaybrewing.com

Golden Ghost

The Colfax Ave. trolley was nicknamed the Golden Ghost which ran in the first half of the 20th
century. Brewed with oats, pilsner malt, Belgian yeast strain and Styrian hops, this crisp dry beer
boasts lemon notes, bubblegum aroma and floaters of cotton candy. 2016 World Beer cup Bronze
Medal Belgian Pale Ale or Blonde Category. Silver Medal Winner at the 2015 Denver International
Beer Competition. ABV: 7%

Barrel-Aged Liquid Pajamas

Our winter beer, brewed with wheat, rye, barley and 8 pounds of powdered cocoa aged in American
whiskey barrels with a tinge of tartness. ABV: 12%

Mad Fritz Brewing Company

St. Helena, CA
www.madfritz.com

The Wind and Sun Golden Strong Ale

Mad Fritz is focused on crafting small batch ales and lagers using local waters, craft-malts, unique
grains, hops and other botanicals. Water: St. Helena, Copeland Barley sourced from Fallon, NV.
Glacier hops sourced from Clearlake, CA. Barreled in French Oak, Reisling. IBU: 30 | ABV: 8.5%

The Birds and the Beasts Barley Wine Ale

Mad Fritz is focused on crafting small batch ales and lagers using local waters, craft-malts, unique
grains, hops and other botanicals. Water: St. Helena, Full Pint Barley sourced from Madras, OR.
Centennial hops sourced from Clearlake, CA. Barreled in Hungarian Oak. IBU: 88 | ABV: 11.3%
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Glenwood Canyon Brewing Company
Glenwood Springs, CO
www.glenwoodcanyonbrewpub.com

20th Anniversary Barrel Aged Blend

Our 20th Anniversary Barrel Aged blend is a mix of award winning beers that have been aged in
various bourbon, rye whiskey and rum barrels. The result is a luscious dark brown libation with a thick
creamy head. Notes of vanilla, tobacco, coco and some citrus are backed by a rich malt complexity.

Proyecto Numbero Cuatro

This barrel project is not for the meek. It’s a complex mingling of Black Diamond Imperial Stout
aged in Nicaraguan Rum barrels, blended back into our Café Brebaje – Coffee Porter. The Russian
Imperial Stout was aged in Ron Flor de Cana barrels for 18 months, at 45 Fahrenheit, and a relative
humidity of 25%. The coffee porter has over a pound per barrel of ground Central Scrutinizer, from
Bonfire Coffee Company. This medium to dark roast coffee holds notes of chocolate and citrus. The
results of the final blend are outstanding, leaving a nice rum booziness and brown sugary sweetness
to balance out the complexity of the Nicaraguan Coffee.
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Cargill Specialty Malts

Thank you so very much for your unhesitating support of our relocation of the Big Beers, Belgians & Barleywines
Festival. It has most definitely been a pilgrimage of discovery, this year of transition, and we can sincerely say that we
hope we never need to move again!

Birko Corporation

The Country Malt Group

BRONZE SPONSORS

As is true of “first years” always, please let us know anything that you see throughout the weekend that could be helpful
going forward. We have to do it once to know how to fix it, and your help will be appreciated to dial it in. (and please be
forgiving if something doesn’t work well)

BSG Craft Brewing

Ember Restaurant

Briess Malting Company

In addition to thanking our longstanding team of brewers, volunteers & sponsors, a general “thank you” to the entire
Town of Breckenridge is most definitely in order. Thank you for being so welcoming, so excited to celebrate our mission
with us, and so interested in being involved with what we do. At this point we have no question that this is where we are
meant to be. Now – let’s hope Breckenridge thinks so, too!

CraftBeer.com
Craft Beer & Brewing Magazine

Grandstand Glassware & Apparel

Charter Sports

Great Western Lodging

Colorado Brewers Guild

Another special shout out goes to all of the brewery & distribution folks who live in Summit County: THANK YOU! Your
contact names, lists of businesses who would be interested in what we do, spreading the good word, and helping to
make it all happen with us is absolutely appreciated. You simply rock.

DRAFT Magazine

PicoBrew

The Craft Beer Attorney

Cheers to our first “Big Beers Breck”! Let’s make it a good one.

Five Star Chemical Company

The Pint

Freshcraft
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MicroStar Logistics

The Porter Hamel Group

YCH Hops

Thank
YOU

Gateway Canyons Resort

Quandary Grille

Image Audiovisuals

SnowVentures

Palma Cigars

Wyndham Breckenridge

Breckenridge

FESTIVAL

Special Thanks to the following:
Bruce Horii, Beaver Run Resort • Michael Kubat, Beaver Run Resort • Donna Horii, Breckenridge Tourism Office
Misty Gordon, Misty Gordon Creative • John Northcutt, Beaver Run Resort • Erin McLeod, Beaver Run Resort
Amy Phillips, Pre & Onsite Event Captain • Todd Thibault & Yeager Sharpe, Breckenridge Brewery • Dave Watson,
Breakthru Beverage • Therese Rednor, Breakthru Beverage • Bob Plagens, Onsite Operations Coordinator
Ryan Thomas, Homebrew Comp Registrar • Donna Geithman, Homebrew Comp Organizer • Dottie Clapp, Homebrew
Comp Steward Captain • Rachael Burrell, Avery Brewing Company • Josh Breckel, Left Hand Brewing Company
Bridgette Geiger, Seminar Coordinator • Kellie Rubesne, Onsite Event Captain • Stacey Allen, Onsite Event Captain
Sterling Guadagni, Western Distributing • Ariell Ayalon, Elite Brands Colorado • Do Engelhardt, Fluid Elements Web
& Marketing • Candace & Alicia at The Craft Beer Attorney

2017

Most sincerely,
Laura, Bill & the Big Beers Educational Foundation Board of Directors

Summit Daily News

The Lost Abbey Brewing Company
San Marcos, CA
www.lostabbey.com

Madonna and Child Sour Ale w/ Lime & Salt

A dark sour ale with Lime and Salt, Madonna and Child was inspired by Southern California’s love
for Margaritas. Intense citrus aroma with just a hint of sweetness, Madonna and Child begins with a
refreshing lime tartness, balanced with some dark sugar and ending with a splash of salt and some
spice from the tequila.

Brett Devotion Belgian Blonde

Designed to be a hop driven beer, the aroma presents mostly European variety hops with underlying
notes of fresh hay and grassy fields. There is a very low level of yeast phenols present and much of
the subtle spice come from the aromatic hops. A lighter bodied beer that immediately makes an initial
hop impression followed by a brief thinning layer of malt which is swallowed in the driest finish by a
driven hop expression. ABV: 6.3%

Framboise de Amorosa Raspberry Sour

An overstated French Raspberry nose invites you to the glass. Amorosa beckons from the first
splash in the glass. She is juicy fruit from the vine. The first sip is a sweet start with a long drawn
out sour finish. Some of the sweetness from the raspberries comes out before smooth acidic notes
join the mix. On the back end, the beer has a nice smoothing oak character which keeps it from
becoming dull. ABV: 7%

Melvin Brewing

Jackson Hole, WY
www.melvinbrewing.com

2x4 Double India Pale Ale

Brewed with the finest American grown hops. Columbus, Centennial, Citra & Simcoe layered on a
very light malt base that gives way to notes of pine, citrus & tropical fruit. IBU: 100+ | ABV: 9.9%

Uncle Ruckus Imperial Stout

Melvin makes a beer that’s not an IPA? It’s an imperial stout, what else can we say?
IBU: 80 | ABV: 10%

Mockery Brewing Company
Denver, CO
www.mockerybrewing.com

Generation Boomerang

Belgian Quad with dates that aged in red wine barrels for 2 years and went through a secondary
fermentation with Brettanomyces. ABV: 12.1%

Party at the Moontower

Avant Garde Farmhouse Lager

Porter that aged on whole Madagascar bourbon vanilla beans inside freshly dumped bourbon barrels for 6 months. ABV: 10.6%

Judgment Day Belgian Quad

Wild Fermented Saison. This was a collaboration with Bonfire Brewing. We ran the wort off into red
wine barrels and then trucked them to a campsite. We built a big bonfire and heated granite river
rocks (from the Eagle River) for 8 hours. We then tossed the river rocks into the barrels of wort to
boil the beer. The barrels were left open to allow local microflora to ferment the beer. A nice dry, wild,
and sour Saison with notes of citrus, red wine, and oak. ABV: 6.5%

An enticing blend of ripened orchard fresh fruit (green apples), and warm bread pulled just from the
oven. The beer starts off with an initial malt sweetness that fades into a firm but subtle hop presence.
The lager yeast and cold maturation ensure a crisp smooth finish. ABV: 7%
A massive beer in every sense of the word, there are layers of dark malt, alcohol, raisins, and yeast
all fighting to be at the forefront. In the end, they cry “Mercy” and settle into a joint role of supporting
each other. Abbey style beers often emphasize layers of malt surrounded by yeast driven complexities. Our Judgment Day Ale is the result of lots of fermentables from malt, raisins, and dextrose.
There is a very large warming effect from the elevated alcohol levels which ensure your soul will be
saved come Judgment Day. ABV: 10%

Angel’s Share Oak Aged Barleywine

There are so many aspects at work in this beer. We have an inital impression from the oak aging
of fortified wine and Port. There is a pleasing vanilla backdrop supported by some great sweet malt
notes. An incredibly smooth and sweet beer with a long lasting finish. The Bourbon barrel aging of
the beer results in a full bodied and luscious texture layered between fruit and malts. ABV: 12.5%

Dead Man’s Game

Rum Barrel-Aged Strong Ale with cherries, cocoa nibs, vanilla and coconut. Heavy coconut and
vanilla aroma’s lead to a Mounds Bar-like flavor profile. The sweetness of the rum tempering the
toasted coconut and chocolate, with just the hint of cherry and vanilla on finish.

The Obituaries

New Holland Brewing Company

Holland, MI
www.newhollandbrew.com

Hoptronix Double IPA

Hoptronix 1-ups the game with it’s eye-popping bitterness. Mosaic hops give this IPA a dank aroma,
yet it finished smooth and crisp. IBU: 70 | ABV: 9%

Dragon’s Milk Bourbon Barrel Stout

A stout with roasty malt character intermingled with deep vanilla tones, all dancing in an oak
bath. ABV: 11%

Dragon’s Milk Reserve Vanilla Chai

Combine robst malt character with the luxurious nuance of sweet chai. Aged in white-oak bourbon
barrels, Vanilla Chai Dragon’s Milk is a concert of luscious flavors.
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New Belgium Brewing Company
Ft. Collins, CO
www.newbelgium.com

Blackberry Barleywine

Here’s the style expectations for a barleywine. It’s good to realize there are two specific style variations, the traditional English and the newly and aggressively hopped American with much higher
bitterness and tons of American hops. Ours is more true to tradition but with a fruit addition to give
it new life. The origins of this style are based in the wishes to counter the threat of imported wines
(mainly from France), English brewers fought back with strong ales. Nobel hops were used to balance the rich sweetness of the malt sugars. The fermenting beer had to be constantly roused and
repitched with yeast in order to achieve the required strength. Some breweries would roll the casks
around the yards once a week in order to encourage the yeast to keep working. IBU: 50 | ABV: 12%

Brewmaster Anne-Francoise Spiced Dark Strong Ale

This bold beer’s brewed with layers of speciality malts, dry-hopped with herbal French Strisselspalt,
and spiced with citrusy grains of paradise and spruce tips. We then steeped toasted American oak
spirals in the beer for two weeks, bringing a subtle spicy, vanilla flavor to tie the chocolaty malts and
citrus spices together. IBU: 25 | ABV: 9.5%

Le Terrior Dry-hopped Sour Ale

Sometimes Belgium influenced these beers that are introduced to “wild” yeast and/or bacteria, such
as: Brettnomyces and /or Pediococcus, Lactobacillus. This introduction may occur from oak barrels
that have been previously inoculated, pitched into the beer, or gained from various “sour mash”
techniques. Regardless of which and how, these little creatures often leave a funky calling card that
can be quite strange, interesting, pleasing to many, not to all. IBU: 12 | ABV: 7.5%

Hof Ten Dormaal Belgian Golden Ale

Also known as Belgian Blondes or Belgian Session Ales. These are highly quaffable and meant to
be, yep, sessioned – have a few! Though malt-oriented the key word for Belgian Goldens is balance,
since the maltiness is backed up by fruity aromas, though less so than many other Belgian ales.
There is usually a floral or spicy note, with lovely hop aromas – everything in balance. You could
easily slide this into a Farmhouse Ale. We are collaborating with a Belgian Farmhouse brewery and
are using their house ale strain! IBE: 20 | ABV: 7%

SURPRISE TBD!

Stop by our table to see what we brought!!

Ninkasi Brewing Company
Eugene, OR
www.ninkasibrewing.com

Imperial Pumpkin Sleigh’r

Known for its deep toasted malt complexity, this take on our winter seasonal, Sleigh’r, is the perfect
way to celebrate the season. The addition of dark brown sugar creates a sweet aroma, followed by
an incredibly smooth mouthfeel from the use of organic pumpkin puree. This effect gives this beer a
less drying, yet noticeably warm finish from the elevated alcohol percentage.

Tripel

This is a Ninkasi take on a Belgian tripel. Tripels are brewed with Belgian-style yeast contributing a
spicy, clove-like aroma with citrusy and floral notes. They are generally effervescent with a long-lasting, dense white head. We brewed ours with Pilsner and Carapils malts, as well as Hallertau and
Saaz hops. Enjoy!

Critical Hit Barleywine

In true Ninkasi tradition, this Barleywine is hopped to high heaven. Massive in nature, its rich, malty
expression is balanced by 24 hop varieties that linger on the palate. Critical Hit does maximum
damage, so you might have to roll to save if you take this ale for granted.

Tricerahops DIPA

A colossal hop profile defines this deceivingly drinkable Double IPA. Earthy and floral hops meld
with a generous amount of malt, making Tricerahops incredibly bold and balanced. Hoppy, intensely
flavorful and smooth, it’s double everything you already love in an IPA.

N10

N10 Commemorates ten wild and wondrous years of independent brewing in Eugene, Oregon.
Crafted with Imperial Stout, barrel-aged Imperial Stout, two Imperial IPAs and Barleywine, these five
heavy-hitting beers collide to celebrate one unforgettable decade. Big and flavorful, our N10 blend
offers a striking hop intensity followed by a rich backbone of caramel and roasted malt. Enjoy now or
save for later, this beer is crafted to change over time in the most delicious way.

NOVO Brazil

Brazil
www.artisanalimports.com
Find Us At: ARTISANAL IMPORTS TABLE

NOVO Brazil Quadrupel

Prearis Brewery

Belgium
www.artisanalimports.com
Find Us At: ARTISANAL IMPORTS TABLE

Prearis Quadrocinno

Deep burgundy in color with a frothy, creamy white head, Quadrocinno uses 7 malts, 3 hop varieties
and a special blend of 4 herbs to create this award-winning beer. It is wickedly complex and has been
recognized as one of the top beers in the style. ABV: 10%
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Based on an award-winning recipe, this Brazilian-inspired Quadrupel, has classic style but with Brazilian flare. Creamy ruby-brown color with solid lacing. Tropical Fruits, truffles, figs, creme brulee and
a smack of dried fruit aromas. Great head retention, medium carbonation. Smooth and full-bodied
with a long pleasant finish. ABV: 11%

NOVO Corvo Negro Imperial Stout

Corvo Negro is the North American version of an award-winning Brazilian Imperial Stout and a World
Beer Cup winner in its own right. It is loaded with cocoa, chocolate and coffee aromas, some roasty
notes, vanilla and bready yeast. Rich and complex. Velvet and smooth mouth feel, with a light carbonation. Slightly hoppy balanced with high alcohol. Dark and rich as the name would imply, it pours
like sweet crude, with no sign of foam. Slowly, bubbles rise from the depths, creating a luscious tan
foam collar. ABV: 11%
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Odd 13 Brewing Incorporated
Lafayette, CO
www.odd13brewing.com

Codename: Holidayfan

An intensely fruity triple-IPA version of our flagship IPA Codename: Superfan. We keep the kettle
hopping the same, while dialing up the Citra in the dry hop to irresponsible levels. ABV: 10%

Diego Grande

A Belgian-style quadrupel aged in Tequila barrels, Diego Grande packs a punch. Tequila aroma
dominates but the first sip gives way to fig and raisin flavors from the dark malts. The finish is oak
and more Tequila. ABV: 15%

I-P-Alien

I-P-Alien is an India Pale Ale brewed with hops that feature space-themed names. Galaxy, Comet
and Apollo all play a role. Very low bitterness and massive dry hopping combine to create an incredibly juicy hop bomb of an IPA. ABV: 7.5%

Bartleby

Bartleby is a dark sour aged for six months in stainless steel before being transferred to oak. A
collaboration with Barley’s Angels, Bartleby features moderate acidity and balanced malt character.
ABV: 7.5%

Peach Bartleby

Peach version of Bartleby. ABV: 7.5%

Odell Brewing Company
Ft. Collins, CO
www.odellbrewing.com

Dark Theory FESTIVAL RELEASE

Black Cherry Sour. This beer is still so new we don’t have a full description!

Jolly Russian Imperial Stout

Aged in Rum Barrels. Bridging the Baltic and Caribbean Seas, Jolly Russian is a rich Russian Imperial Stout stowed away in Rum Barrels for aging. Dark as night and thick as the raging sea, this brew
boasts notes of coffee and cocoa with waves of oak, spiced molasses, dried fruit and vanilla from the
planks. It’s dangerously delicious! IBU: 45 | ABV: 13.3%

Myrcenary Imperial IPA

Named for Myrcene, a component of essential oils in the hop flower, Myrcenary Double IPA is our
tribute to those who revere the illustrious hop, and their unyielding exploit to craft hop-forward beers.
Brewed with a blend of hops containing the highest levels of Myrcene, this double IPA prevails with a
tropical fruit-like flavor, a pungent floral aroma, and a clean getaway. IBU: 80 | ABV: 9.3%

Prop Culture

We experimented with PROPagating different combinations of Belgian yeast CULTUREs and blending them in specific primary and secondary fermentations. We let the Saccharomyces cultures do
the heavy lifting by converting the bulk of the wort sugars while the Brettanomyces cultures did the
fine tuning to round out the flavor profile. The result of our experimentation led to PROP CULTURE, a
project of 10+ yeast strains working together to create a fruit forward collage of flavors like pineapple,
pear, mango, and banana balanced by a clove like spiciness. IBU: 27 | ABV: 7.1%

Brewery Ommegang
Cooperstown, NY
www.ommegang.com

Ommegang Rosetta Belgian Kriek

Ommegang Collab with Liefmans. An Oud Bruin blended with lively Kriek Beer. Light tart, sour,
cherries & red berry fruits. ABV: 5.6%

Ommegang Three Philosophers

Dark, mysterious Belgian quad. Dark fruits, vanilla, sweet & sour cherries, coffee, currants, brandied
raisins & chocolate notes. ABV: 9.7%

Ommegang Great Beyond Double IPA

Silky Double IPA brewed with American ale yeast & a heavenly array of fine, juicy, resinous & fruity
hops. ABV: 8.8%

Ommegang Valar Doheiris Belgian Tripel

Bright, effervescent Belgian Tripel. Aromas of sweet grain and honey, brewed with amber candi
sugar lending to a rich a creamy mouthfeel. ABV: 9%
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Brasserie Omer VanderGhinste
Belgium
www.artisanalimports.com
Find Us At: ARTISANAL IMPORTS TABLE

Cuvee des Jacobins Rouge

This beer that we are offering is unblended old lambic, aged for 18 months or more. It has a robust
character but is beautiful and sophisticated with a full body and overtones of vanilla, dried cherry,
stone fruit and cocoa. It is a complex, beautiful sour beer. ABV: 5.5%

Kreik des Jacobins

A Flemish Sour Cherry Ale, red in color with a nose of cherries, almonds and vanilla, deep and complex with resonant fruit notes and a soft, mellow acidity with nuanced flavors. Made with 18-month
old Cuvee des Jacobins, “young” beer and sour cherry. ABV: 5.5%
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Oskar Blues Brewery
Lyons, CO & Brevard, NC
www.oskarblues.com

Bourbon Barrel Aged Ten Fidy

Espresso, burnt sugar, rich chocolate, and caramel notes are now combined with the vanilla, oak,
and bourbon flavors and all have been smoothed out during maturation. Aged for 4 seasons in Kentucky Bourbon Barrels, Barreled. Bigger. Bolder. Boozier. ABV: 12.9%

Rum Barrel Aged Death By Coconut

This was a complete no brainer for a barrel aged beer. Regular DBC takes the palate to a different
place from the typical beer world of malt and hops. When you think of coconut you think tropical
when you think tropical you think rum. If that wasn’t decadent enough having a beer that already has
Cholaca a drink derived from cacao tops it off. To sum it up we wanted a beer that sends your palate
on vacation. Aged 6 months in Jamaican rum barrels. ABV: 10.8%

Ten Fidy Imperial Stout

Ten FIDY Imperial Stout – This titanic, immensely viscous stout is loaded with inimitable flavors of
chocolate-covered caramel and coffee and hide a hefty 65 IBUs underneath the smooth blanket of
malt. Ten FIDY is made with enormous amounts of two-row malt, chocolate malt, roasted barley,
flaked oats and hops. Ten FIDY is the ultimate celebration of dark malts and boundary-stretching
beer. IBU: 65 | ABV: 10.5%

Pagosa Brewing & Grill

Pagosa Springs, CO
www.pagosabrewing.com

Big Dick FESTIVAL RELEASE

Specifically brewed for Big Beers 2017, this is an Imperial version of our national award-winning
Poor Richard’s Ale. Our recipe includes two distinctive ingredients, corn and molasses, and was
selected as the most authentic Colonial beer to represent the U.S. brewing industry for Benjamin
Franklin’s 300th birthday. Our recipe for Poor Richard’s Ale was brewed by and celebrated by over
100 breweries in 35 states. Note the complex aroma with a satisfying, malty, corny, and slightly nutty
character. This is enhanced by a slight molasses-spiced undertone that adds an almost tobacco-like
quality and makes for a quaffable Strong Ale. Cheers to Colonial Beers! A barrel-aged version may
be available.

Nipple Mountain NIP

National & State Gold Medal Winner. Brewed in the style of an American Barleywine, it’s a special
holiday treat that’s been aging in our cellars for months. The luscious, velvety texture is balanced
with a huge amount of classic American hops giving a complex malty & hoppy aroma. A barrel-aged
version may be available.

Rejuvenator Doppelbock

Silver Medal Colorado State Fair. Our classic German strong lager with rich malt depth and
complexity. Clean toasted malt flavor with a smooth and warming finish. Naturally lagered with no
filtration for authentic flavor. A barrel-aged version may be available.

Paradox Beer Company
Java Ten Fidy Imperial Stout

Java Barrel-Aged Ten FIDY. Aged just like BA Ten FIDY, but mixed with Hotbox Roasters beans
from Central America, South Asia, and Ethiopia. “We took an already ridiculously complex beer and
thought a bit more complexity could be fun,” said Longmont Cellar Manager Dennis McShea. “We
asked our brothers from Hotbox Roasters to come up with a special blend of beans and roast to
compliment the flavors of BA Fidy. We specifically asked for a cold brew that would complement the
vanilla and caramel notes from the oak but have the toughness needed to stand next to the bourbon
and roast character from the barrel and the beer.” ABV: 12.9%

Tequila Barrel Aged Gubna

Anejo Tequila Barrel-Aged Gubna Imperial IPA is a 10% ABV ale brewed with rye and pale malts,
creating a viscous, spicy backbone. 100 IBUs of hops are pounded into the kettle and then again in
a dry hop to challenge the ferocity of the malt profile. All this to create a citrusy, dank, spicy, warming
IPA. Gubna was aged in Anejo tequila barrels for 4 months, acquiring a strong agave and sweet fruit
taste and aroma. This offering is a blend of fresh Gubna and the barrel-aged Gubna to regain some
of the hops lost to the aging process. IBU: 100 | ABV: 10%
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Divide, CO
www. paradoxbeercompany.com

Skully #41, Blood Rooted

Creative inspiration is often driven by a combination of past experiences and current surroundings.
To reconcile the past and the present in this innovation, we’ve blended our wine barrel-aged wild
sour golden ale with blood orange juice and freshly ground ginger root. The bottled realization of this
concept is a reflection of where we’re from AND where we’re at. ABV: 7.7%

Skully #42, Screaming Sun

A sprinkle of sugar, a dash of salt, and the light kiss of a brûlée torch elevates morning grapefruit
halves to new heights of flavor complexity. Using this technique, we’ve crafted a liquid version,
adding grapefruit and citrus zest, to harmonize the tempting charred grapefruit tang with our wine
barrel-aged wild sour golden ale and an abundance of whole-leaf Columbus and Cascade hops.
Breakfast tastes better at dinnertime. ABV: 7.5%

Skully #46, Osa Frambuesa

Beating the bears to the fully ripe red raspberries takes timing, guts, and a little good fortune. Lucky
you! We’ve paired our wine barrel-aged wild sour brown ale with luscious red raspberries rendering
an ambrosial hint at the danger of the harvest coupled with the nostalgia of a jar of preserves opened
in the warm safety of your cabin. Revel in your survival. ABV: 8.3%
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Perrin Brewing Company
Comstock Park, MI
www.perrinbrewing.com

Lotsa Problems Imperial IPA

Using a special blend of experimental and Michigan grown hops, our Imperial IPA has distinct flavors
of fresh cut pine, apricots, and sweet citrus fruits which are carefully balanced with enough specialty
malts to back up this intense hop blast. IBU: 75 | ABV: 8.5%

No Rules Imperial Vietnamese Porter

No rules were followed throughout the creation of this product. This gigantic 15% Imperial Porter is
deceptively smooth and subtly sweet with layers of flavor that never seem to end. Some say it tastes
like a Mounds candy bar that’s been dipped over and over again in rich chocolate and soaked in
bourbon. Other people find flavors or coconut, cinnamon, toffee, vanilla and coffee – any they would
also be correct. IBU: 56 | ABV: 15%

Black Goat Barrel Aged Double Black Lager

Kicking its way out of fresh bourbon barrels, this high gravity double black lager was laid down and
aged for several moths before coming to life. A bold sweet vanilla bean aroma rises from the nose,
which is followed closely by flavors of complex dark chocolate and ripened stone fruit. This lively
lager finishes with a unique charred oak character and a smooth, warm caramel bourbon flavor that
we’re sure will exceed all of your expectations. IBU: 25 | ABV: 8.5%

Ratio Beerworks

Denver, CO
www.ratiobeerworks.com

Nobody’s Darling Blended Barrel-Aged Whiskey Ale

One of Ratio’s greatest strengths is assembling tremendous individual talents and finding a way to
blend them together toward a greater singular force. Such is the case with this year’s Nobody’s Darlin, which blends various Barrel-Aged versions of Reservoir Old Ale, Stone + Ratio’s Collaboration
India Black Ale and Hold Steady. The result is a beautifully balanced, barrel forward Whiskey Ale
which is that singular force of reckoning.

Genius Wizard Russian Imperial Stout

Genius Wizard is the stuff of legend. This big bad Russian Imperial Stout will warm your bones with
rich roasty chocolaty flavors, while rounding out with a smooth bold finish. Holding up as the centerpiece of our winter seasonal lineup, this dark sorcerer returns each winter as a reminder to everyone
that Wizards. Never. Die.

Redstone Meadery
Boulder, CO
www.redstonemeadery.com

Black Raspberry Nectar
Nectar of the Hops

Renegade Brewing Company

Tropical fruit at the beginning, tartness in the middle with a mild spicy finish. It’s stupid good. ABV: 8%

Endpoint

A cyser (honey & apples): rounded apple flavor with some acidic bite leading into delightful honey
notes. Like biting into an apple. ABV: 8%

Single hopped with Summit Hops, this big and balanced IPA has become a sought-after beverage
across the nation. With flavors of pine and grapefruit, it satisfies the cravings for a big IPA.

Bourbon Barrel-Aged Endpoint

We put our big, single-hopped IPA in a Laws Whiskey barrel for 8 months. The oak and bourbon
balance out the resinous IPA for a boozy and delicious outcome.

Depravity

This peanut buttery concoction debuts in cans in January 2017! Depravity has been a New Year’s
Eve tradition at Renegade and is only available one time every year.

Berbere

This beer was inspired by a chocolaty coffee drink with an Ethiopian spice called Berbere. The
creamy chocolate flavor and texture is punctuated with a zip of cayenne and other aromatic spices.
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Passion Fruit Nectar (carbonated)

Denver, CO
www.renegadebrewing.com

Apple Nectar (carbonated)

Tequila Barrel Aged Nectar of the Hops

Our dry hopped mead aged off in a tequila barrel.

River North Brewery

Denver, CO
www.rivernorthbrewery.com

Decennial I: God Complex Quadrupel

Big, rich, dark fruit, with a boozy bite that would make a monk blush.

Decennial II: Shadowman Imperial Stout

Block-out-the-sun-dark. Robust, roasted, warms you from the inside.

Decennial III: Father Time Old Ale

Rich toffee malts provide the base for this classic English style. The original beer for aging.
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Rodenbach Brewing Company
Belgium
www.elite-brands.com
Find Us At: ELITE BRANDS TABLE

Rodenbach

Rodenbach’s subtle sour undertones make it a real thirst-quencher. Rodenbach Classic’s characteristic taste is achieved through its unique mixed fermentation process, whereby top yeasts and bacterial flora undergo 24 months of maturation in 150 year old oak casks, resulting in the distinctively
gentle sour taste for which it is known and loved.

Rodenbach Grand Cru

Award Winning* Rodenbach Grand Cru (Alc. 6% Vol.) is a blend of “young” beer (33%) and an older
beer (67%) that has matured in oak vats. It is the high percentage of the older ripened-in-oak beer
that gives it the complex and intense bouquet with a very long aftertaste like a Grand Cru wine. This
is a complex beer with lots of wood and fruity esters, wine-like and with a balsamic vinegar aroma. A
sharp taste, fruity, refreshing and with a balanced Madeira-like sweetness.

7 Hermits Brewing Company
Eagle, CO
www.7hermitsbrewing.com

Stalins Crutch

Russian Imperial Stout. ABV: 8.5%

Golden Believer

Belgian Golden Strong Ale. ABV: 8%

Samuel Adams/ Boston Beer Company
Boston, MA
www.samueladams.com

Samuel Adams New World Belgian Tripel

Pale golden in color and uniquely refreshing, this tripel has big flavors that are delicately balanced
and complex. Its Belgian yeast provides layers of tropical fruit and spice notes, like mango, pineapple, and clove, while the hops add a subtle herbal character. IBU: 17, ABV: 10%

Samuel Adams Stony Brook Red

Distinctive, enticing and complex. This unique brew combines an earthy sourness and tartness with
a rich maltiness and hints of dark fruit. These flavors are rounded and deepened by the barrel aging
that adds a hint of toasted oak. IBU: 10 | ABV: 9%

Samuel Adams Kosmic Mother Funk Grand Cru

Kosmic Mother Funk Grand Cru is tart, funky, and complex with notes of dark fruits, cherry, cocoa
& vanilla. The addition of a small amount of Belgian candi sugar adds a bit of smoothness and hint
of sweetness to this vintage. IBU: 9 | ABV: 6.5%				

Samuel Adams Triple Bock ’95

Smooth and very complex, like an unusual port wine, Samuel Adams® Triple Bock® is the craft
beer that launched our odyssey into extreme brewing. Tettnang Hallertauer Noble hops, two-row
Harrington and chocolate malts and two Samuel Adams yeasts. ABV: 18%

Samuel Adams Utopias

This flavorful, slightly fruity brew has a subtle sweetness and a deep rich malty smoothness
reminiscent of a vintage Port, fine Cognac, or aged Sherry while being surprisingly light on
the palate. ABV: 29%

Quadraphilliac

Belgian Quad. ABV 9%

Brasserie St. Feuillien

Belgium
www.artisanalimports.com
Find Us At: ARTISANAL IMPORTS TABLE

St. Feuillien Saison

Voted Belgium’s Best Saison by the WBA, St. Feuillien is one of Belgium’s oldest and most authentic
Abbey Ales. St. Feuillien Saison is what the Belgians call a beer of the terrior, a traditional farmhouse
ale with all the rich savor of the fertile land of southern Belgium. Saison, a warm golden blonde ale,
is a top fermented classique. Thanks to secondary fermentation in the bottle, Saison has an unmistakable flavor full of nuances and a slight tang. ABV: 6.5%

St. Feuillien Tripel

This is the quintessential Belgian Tripel, sparkling orangish-golden in color with a brilliant white foam.
Highly aromatic with vivid hop resins leaping out of the glass. The flavor is bright, leanly malty, spicy
and hoppy. A generous amount of carbonation makes for a full mouthfeel as well as mountains of
pillowy foam. Truly one of Belgium’s great Tripels and a beers that is not to be missed! ABV: 8.5%
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Sanitas Brewing Company

Boulder, CO
www.sanitasbrewing.com

Sanitas Saison

Farmhouse Saison pouring bright marigold, our take on the classic Saison style expresses tangerine and bubble-gum like Belgian yeast esters in the aroma and flavors of grassy hops. Crisp and
refreshing. IBU: 22 | ABV: 5.8%

Sanitas Grand Cru

Strong Abbey Style Ale. This dark mahogany ale is our ode to the “finest offerings” of monastery breweries. Strong, yet elegant with notes of molasses & dark fruits. Ideal for those colder
months. IBU: 40 | ABV: 10%

Sanitas Deluge

Brett Barrel Saison. The first release from our wild and sour project, this Saison was refermented in
red wine barrels with brettanomyces. Deluge has bright lemon, tart pineapple, oak, and sour funk
notes. IBU: 22 | ABV: 6.8%
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Saucony Creek
Kutztown, PA
www.sauconybeer.com

Maple Mistress Imperial Ale

Imperial Pumpkin Ale brewed with pirate rum spices. Roasted butternut squash and natural maple
syrup lend some autumn charm in this warming. ABV: 9.8%

Hop Suplex Ale

Our 10% ABV Imperial IPA brewed with honey. The pleasant orange color of this beer accompanies
classic American hop aromas of pine needles and freshly sliced grapefruit. Suplex has subtle hints of
honey with a mouthful of hop flavor. As this medium bodied beer warms the orange blossom honey
flavors become noticeable. The beer rounds out with a warm yet pleasant bitter finish. Best served
at cellar temperatures. ABV: 10%

xReserve Lord of Misrule Ale

A complex, rich, very smooth Belgian-Style Strong Dark Ale aged on tart cherries. Dark Belgian
candi syrup combines with a classic Abbey Ale yeast revealing marvelous complexities. Flavors of
fig, raisin, banana and hints of spice balance exceptionally well with the subtle alcohol warmth at a
dangerously drinkable ABV: 9%

xReserve Imperial Coffee Stout

We cold steep this Imperial Coffee Stout with rich full bodied Sumatra coffee beans roasted by our
friends at Benchwarmers Coffee right down the road in Fleetwood, PA. The heady perfume of French
chocolate, roasted coffee, vintage port and passion fruit rise to the top delighting the senses. The
beer then gracefully coats the palate with a deep cushion of velvet, lush silk appeal. At 11.5% ABV
warm alcohol flavors elegantly finish this delightfully sensuous brew. ABV: 11.5%

xReserve Belgian-Style Tripel

Bright golden in color, our Tripel is medium-bodied with hints of soft pilsner malts and floral noble
hops. It lends subtle hints of fruit and spice followed by a warm alcohol touch. A slight sweetness is
on the middle of the palate that is then followed by a clean dry finish one could only find in the finest
of Belgian ales. ABV: 9.4%

Ska Brewing Company
Durango, CO
www.skabrewing.com

Cru D’Etat

A Belgian specialty ale aged in an old wine foeder for nearly 2 years. This tart and complex ale has
flavors of caramel and raisins with a hint of alcohol heat that will replace your feelings of boredom
with a desire to go wild in the streets. ABV: 11.5%

Decadent

Citrus aroma prevails. Mounds of fresh hops and caramel malts explode to mask the potent 10%
abv. Originally produced to celebrate our ten years in business, this imperial IPA hides nothing of our
tendency toward self-indulgent behavior. ABV: 10%

Ska Face

English style Barleywine aged in Peach Street Colorado Straight Bourbon Barrels for 3 years. ABV: 11.5%
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Seventh Son Brewing Company
Columbus, OH
www.seventhsonbrewing.com

The Wild Hunt, English-style Barleywine

Inspired by the myths, legends, and magic of the English countryside, this barleywine marks the
transition from the exuberance of summer to the hush of autumn. Premium English malts lend a rich
body, juicy cherry notes and a deep caramel complexity. Assertively hopped when fresh, this layered
ale will continue to evolve for many years. ABV: 10.6%

Proliferous

Double IPA. Mosaic and a cast of supporting hops give this DIPA layers of tropical fruit and citrus
with a bracing pine bitterness in the finish. Light English crystal malts add honeyed sweetness and
a rich golden color. ABV: 8.3

Shmaltz Brewing Company

San Francisco, CA/New York, NY
www.shmaltzbrewing.com

Chanukah Hanukkah Pass the Beer

An Imperial Golden Ale brewed with cocoa nibs. 8 Malts, 8 Hops and 8% ABV to celebrate the 8 night
of Hanukkah. Bursting with citrus and candied orange flavors up front this beer balances out with a
huge and crisp chocolate finish. ABV: 8%

Genesis 20:20

Our first 20th Anniversary Ale, we aged this 16.7% ABV Barley Wine in our Funky Jewbelation barrels for eleven months. The high gravity prevented any secondary barrel fermentation and striped the
oak of the rich and tart fruit notes left behind by their previous inhibitors – Funky Jewbelation. Tart
raisin, cherry and black currants compliment flavors of vanilla and coconut. ABV: 16.7%

Jewbelation 20

Commemorating twenty years of Shmaltz Brewing Company and He’Brew Beer, our second 20th
Anniversary Ale is a monster Imperial Brown Ale that packs in 16.8% ABV with 10 Malts and 10
Hops. Luscious chocolate notes provide a barrier from the warmth and depth of the massive malt
build in the Imperial Brown. Dubbed by some as our Messiah Nut Brown ale on steroids. ABV: 16.8%

Liquid Mechanics Brewing Company
Lafayette, CO
www.liquidmechanicsbrewing.com

Bourbon Barrel Aged Peanut Butter Porter
Aged in Spirit Hounds Barrels. ABV: 10%

Bourbon Barrel Aged Barleywine
Aged in Dickel barrels. ABV: 12%

Ginger Belgian Golden Strong Ale
ABV: 8%

Belgian Double IPA

A huge hoppy IPA. IBU: 71 | ABV: 9%
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Sierra Nevada Brewing Company
Chico, CA
www.sierranevada.com

Maple Scotch Ale

Scotch ales are wintertime staples, known for their rich, malty flavors with notes of caramel and
toffee. This robust beer combines that traditional malt flavor with a touch of maple for an added layer
of depth, perfect for sipping near a warm winter hearth. IBU: 43 | ABV: 7.3%

Barrel-aged Narwhal

We aged this rich, chocolaty Imperial stout in bourbon barrels with a mix of both red currants and
black currants for a pop of sweet tart flavor. The deep, roasty notes of the stout blend well with the
berries and barrels to create complex flavors of cocoa and coconut with a mellow fruit undertone.
IBU: 62 | ABV: 9.8%

Islay Fog

A nod to the moody Scottish Isle famous for whisky production, this barrel-aged beer lives up to its
name. This salted caramel scotch ale was aged in Islay Scotch whisky barrels, lending the beer
intensely spirituous aromas and flavors. Its smoky, peaty character makes this an ideal after-dinner
sipper. IBU: 20 | ABV: 8.5%

Solemn Oath Brewery
Naperville, IL
www.solemnoathbrewery.com

Interrobang Belgian Tripel

Straw-colored with a bright, fruity aroma and subtle grassy hop character. Light-bodied and effervescent, but packs a punch. ABV: 9%

Pernicieux Belgian Brown Rye

Mahogany colored and medium bodied, this Belgian Brown Rye Ale contains spicy rye and rich toffee
malt flavors with earthy hop notes and hints of dark stone fruit. ABV: 8.5%

Man vs. Internet Belgo-American Double Red

Bright citrus, tropical fruit hop flavor meets rich caramel, oatmeal sweetness with notes of dark fruit
and spice in this ruby red, full bodied Belgo-American style ale. ABV: 9.5%

Denver, CO
www.station26brewing.com

Cabernet Barrel Aged Belgian Gold Strong

Brewed with Belgian Pilsen malt, candi sugar, German Tradition hops, and Duvel yeast, then aged
for over a year in Hungarian oak Cabernet Sauvignon barrels. ABV: 10%

Bourbon Barrel Aged Dark Star Imperial Stout

Aged in Kentucky bourbon barrels for ten months. ABV: 13%

German Chocolate Bourbon Barrel Aged Dark Star Imperial Stout
Bourbon Barrel Aged Dark Star + cacao nibs + coconut. ABV: 13%

Salted Caramel Bourbon Barrel Aged Dark Star Imperial Stout
Bourbon Barrel Aged Dark Star + caramel + salt. ABV: 13%

Steamworks Brewing Company
Durango, CO
www.steamworksbrewing.com

Longevity Barleywine

Aged for 1 year this 11% English Style Barleywine has big malt character with notes of dark stone
fruit such as fig, raisins and dates. A nice but subdued hop balance. ABV: 11%

50/50 Barrel Aged Imperial IPA

8 months in a bourbon barrel gives this Imperial IPA notes of vanilla and whiskey to accompany
the solid malt backbone. The hop character has diminished over time but still provides and nice
resinous spice.

Ale Diablo Belgian Strong Golden

Sybil’s Revenge - The Old Order 6

A nose of green apple and pear this golden ale has a rich sweetness derived from Belgian candi
sugar but remains light bodied making it’s 8% ABV deceptive but smooth. ABV: 8%

Ravaged By Vikings American Double IPA

Using an English Old Ale as a base this is a malty sweet beer with prominent caramel and toffee
notes which blends nicely with the cherry candy like spiciness by the fresh San Juan picked Blue
Spruce tips.

Death By Vikings American Imperial IPA

Our most heavily hopped beer with 2 lbs per barrel. An Imperial IPA with a spicy and piney hop flavor
and aroma. IBU: 81.8 | ABV 8.9%

Bourbon Barrel-Aged Imperial Black Saison
Imperial Black Saison aged 18 months in Old Forester bourbon barrels. Rich roasted, chocolate malt
flavors with layers of oak, bourbon, vanilla and dark fruit.
Rich caramel malt sweetness is beaten over the head with resinous, piney American hop character
in this American style Double IPA. This beer is the bigger, more successful brother of Kidnapped by
Vikings. ABV: 8%
Rich caramel malt sweetness is dominated by a ferocious onslaught of resinous bitterness, pine and
grapefruit hop character in this American style Imperial IPA. ABV: 10%
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Station 26 Brewing Company

Spruce Goose Old Ale with Spruce Tips

Conductor Imperial IPA
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Stone Brewing Company
Escondido, CA
www.stonebrew.com

Stone Imperial Russian Stout

The huge maltiness of this beer is only tamed by an equally prodigious addition of hops, creating
a rich, slightly sweet, caramel-hued ale infused with assertive bitterness and bright hop notes, all
culminating in a pleasing dryness. IBU: 80 | ABV: 11.2%

Stone Old Guardian Barley Wine

Based on a timeless recipe, our modern version emits intense aromas of black currants and roasted
coffee and pours jet black like Siberian crude, with a fluffy chocolate-colored head. Rich chocolate,
coffee and dark fruit flavors lead the charge across the palate, followed by a smooth, balanced finish.
IBU: 65 | ABV: 10.6%

Stone Xocoveza Stout

Our distinctive Xocoveza Mocha Stout is crafted to mimic the piquant flavors of a Mexican hot chocolate. This creamy, semisweet milk stout has pronounced tiers of chocolate, coffee, pasilla peppers,
vanilla, cinnamon and nutmeg. IBU: 50 | ABV: 8.1%

Surly Brewing Company
Brooklyn Center, MN
www.surlybrewing.com

Surly Ten Old Ale

10th Anniversary Beer . Brewed with pale ale, crystal malts, invert sugar and aged on toasted sassafras, this celebratory Old Ale is meant for sharing. Amber in color with aged flavors of toffee, sherry
and vanilla-sassafras, finishing with a warming full-bodied swallow. IBU: 63 | ABV: 10.5%

Surly Darkness Russian Imperial Stout

This massive Russian Imperial Stout brings waves of flavors. Chocolate, cherries, raisins, coffee
and toffee. ABV: 12%

Tommyknocker Brewery

Idaho Springs, CO
www.tommyknocker.com

Legend Olde Oaked Strong Ale (2016)

Strange Craft Beer Company
Denver, CO
www.strangebrewingco.com

Super Kriek Imperial Cherry Wheat

Think cherry pie in a glass. Think cherries picked fresh from the tree. This Imperial Belgian Blonde
Ale has so many cherries crammed into every glass even the foamy head is red. Big brother to
our Gold Medal Cherry Kriek, we only bring out Super Kriek once or twice a year so enjoy before
its gone! ABV: 9%

Diable Farmhouse Ale

Our spin on a classic Belgian farmhouse ale. We start with high quality Belgian Pilsner malt and add
some Caramel Munich for color and complexity and malted wheat for tradition. Bring it back down
to earth with just the right amount of Czech Saaz hops to provide refreshing balance. Fermented
hot with a very special yeast strain from the Wallonia region of Belgium, this unique yeast gives our
Diable its earthy, fruity, spiciness and dry malt character. 42 IBU: 42 | ABV: 8.5%

1000 Barrels Imperial IPA

In honor of hitting 1000 barrels brewed since we opened in May 2010, we went big time with this
hop monster. Over 3 pounds of Amarillo, Simcoe, and Summit hops per barrel in this light-gold,
easy-drinking Imperial IPA. Dry-hopped twice to crank up the hop presence. Ten not loud enough for
ya? Crank it to 1000! 99+ IBU: 99+ | ABV: 9%
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Olde Oaked Strong Brown Ale brewed for Tommyknocker’s anniversary. An olde ale brewed with
Hungarian oak. Malty and woody, heavy oak tones with balanced malt and hops. ABV: 10%

Barrel Aged Legend (2014)

Olde Oaked Strong Brown Ale aged in Breckenridge Bourbon Barrels for 15 months. Big, malty with
massive caramel and vanilla tones from aging. ABV: 13%

Barrel Aged Belgian Imperial Nut Brown Ale

Huge, malty Imperial Nut Brown ale fermented with Belgian yeast strains and aged in Breck. Bourbon Barrels. Massively malty-sweet with clove-spice from the yeast and caramel and vanilla tones
from aging. Complex. ABV: 9%

Sour Imperial Nut Brown on Peaches

Imperial Nut Brown Ale soured with Lactobacillus, aged in chardonnay barrels for 15 Months. Massive rich malt tones with undercurrent of tartness from bacteria with a peach finish. Complex and
intriguing . ABV: 10%

American-Style Belgian Dubbel

Big malty American-style dubbel fermented with Chimay yeast. Malty and spicy. More subtle in
yeast tones than a traditional Belgian dubbel, this easy drinking American-style dubbel is supremely
balanced. Rich, malty and clean finishing with pronounced yeast esters. ABV: 9%
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Telluride Brewing Company
Telluride, CO
www.telluridebrewingco.com

Fishwater Project

Taking Fishwater to the next level! We take our Double IPA and age it for 6 Months in bourbon barrels. When we hit that sweet spot of a perfect combination of bourbon and wood notes we then blend
it with fresh Fishwater to bring back the fresh hop characteristics. The result is a scary drinkable
11%abv ale of hop and bourbon goodness! ABV: 11%

Fishwater Double IPA

Beautiful caramel notes with a bold ABV balanced by generous amounts of spicy and fruity American
hop goodness. ABV: 8.5%

Freaky Cab

We take our Fishwater Double IPA wort and ferment it with a blend of Belgian Strong ale yeast
and our house yeast. We then double dry hop it to create a great hop profile. After fermentation
is complete, we age the beer in Cab Sav barrels for one year. Get ready for a dynamic drinking
experience. ABV: 10%

Tripel in Stillwater

Belgium style tripel brewed with bitter orange peels and coriander. Though this is a big beer that
weighs in at 9.7 ABV, it is balanced by the hints of spice you get from the orange peels, coriander,
and hops. There really isn’t anything “still” about this beer! ABV: 9.7%

Tivoli Brewing Company
Denver, CO
www.tivolibrewingco.com

Zang’s XXX Export Imperial IPA

XXX is a rich full-bodied, copper hued, ale brewed with Galena, Mandarina Bavaria, and Falconers
Flight hops. This decadent beer has hints of citrus, and tropical fruit creating an aroma that sweeps
you away to some exotic destination. XXX has something for hopheads, and booze hounds alike.
IBU: 90 | ABV: 11% ABV

She’s My Cherry Pie Fruit Beer

Lager brewed with brown sugar, cinnamon, and Montmorency tart cherries. We brewed this beer to
emulate the flavor profile of cherry pie, and to celebrate the rock band Warrant.

SMCP Vanilla Barrel Aged Fruit Beer

She’s My Cherry Pie brewed in 2015, and aged for a year in Pinot GrIgio Barrels with bourbon barrel
Tahitian vanilla beans.

SMCP Cacao Barrel Aged Fruit Beer

She’s My Cherry Pie brewed in 2015, and aged for a year in Brandy barrels with cacao nibs.

Jet Malt Liquor Imperial Malt Liquor

Malt Liquor brewed, and dry hopped with Kohatu hops.

Three Barrel Brewing Company
Del Norte, CO
www.threebarrelbrew.com

Melaza Dark Sour

High toast oak refermented Black Saison made with blackened beet sugar infused in the boil, roasted and choco CMC malts. San Luis Valey “Scarlet” variety Barley. Aged 10-14 months.

Chimayo

Aged brett sourness on tart cherries. Colorado beet candi sugar heated in the grant before the boil.
Special C and dark Munich malt.

Tre Anasazz

Kettle sured in the boil kettle; heated to a slow boil and cooled with dry ice and allowed to build some
lacto with the wood mash paddle in; some spontaneous fermentation.

Hermano

“My brother”. High sour notes; aged in wood with coriander, white pepper, and orange peel.

Norse Sahti Sour

Rocky Mountain Spruce Tips and cranberry puree. Aged 12 months in American oak barrels.

Espin Bock

Experimental. “Espin” is German for Aspen. We used 15lbs. of fresh picked destemmed Colorado
Aspen leaves to bitter this dark Munich Big Beer Bock-style lager.
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Trinity Brewing Company
Colorado Springs, CO
www.trinitybrew.com

Caucasian Anti-Stout

White Stout. Grist: Golden Naked Oats, Flaked Wheat, Pilsen, Chit, Carapils Milk Sugar,
Pumpkin, Homemade Caramel, Cacao Nibs, Roasted Coffee Beans, Whole Madagascar Vanilla
Beans + White Cinnamon. IBU: 40 | ABV: 8.1%

Chilly Water Bourbon Barrel Aged Oatmeal Baltik Porter

This style is a bottom fermented lager traditionally brewed in Northern Europe. We age our interpretation on Bourbon Barrels (American Oak), which imparts a certain dryness accompanied by rich
toffee flavors! ABV: 8.5%

The Magma

A double version of our Chocolate River Imperial Stout just in time to keep you warm during the
colder months of winter! It’s body is huge, it’s dark malt character is huge, it’s hop profile is gigantic,
and it’s ABV is enormous. It’s basically everything that you would expect from a noteworthy Imperial
Stout,and more! We brew this beer with rich milk chocolate then age it on whole Madagascar Vanilla
Beans and Dagoba Cacao Nibs. ABV: 11.0%
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Tröegs Independent Brewing
Hershey, PA
www.troegs.com

Wild Elf

Multi-vintage blend of Mad Elf, aged in a foeder for 10 months & dosed with Brett and local
cherries. ABV: 11%

Bourbon Barrel Impending Descent

Our Bourbon Barrel-aged Russian Imperial Stout. Notes of chocolate, vanilla and a touch of heat
from the bourbon. ABV: 12%

Nugget Nectar

Imperial Amber Ale. Once a year, as the newest humulus lupulus harvest arrives at Tröegs, we blend
these super-fresh hops into an Imperial Amber Ale. Excessively dry-hopped, Nugget Nectar is an
explosion of pine, resin and mango. ABV: 7.5%

Two Roads Brewing Company
Stratford, CT
www.tworoadsbrwing.com

Road’s Garden

Saison brewed with flowers, ABV: 9%

Worker’s Stomp

Saison aged in white wine barrels, ABV: 7.8%

Roadsmary’s Other Baby

Pumpkin ale aged in rum barrels, ABV: 11%

Brouwerij Van Honsebrouck
Belgium
www.vanhonsebrouck.be/kasteel-rouge
Find Us At: GLOBAL BEER NETWORK TABLE

Kasteel Rouge

The #1 selling beer of Brewery Van Honsebrouk, Kasteel Rouge is created by blending Kasteel
Donker with the liquor of cherries used for specialty chocolate and confectionary in Belgium. The
union of these two excellent products creates a beer that can be best described as a chocolate
covered cherry. The yeast esters lend a spicy character which pulls the entire brew together. A color
of deep black cherry lends to strawberry colored foam. Rouge is unique, decadent and sinful like the
desserts we cherish and what is life without a little excess? ABV: 8%
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Unibroue

Chambly, Quebec, Canada
www.unibroe.com

La Fin du Monde

La Fin du Monde or The End of the World and is brewed in the style of a Belgian style Golden Triple. Brewed using a special yeast strain, malts and spices, La Fin du Monde has aromas of fruit,
honey, malt and faint spice and citrus fruit esters. The flavor is a complex marriage of malt, fruit and
spice notes followed by a smooth, dry finish that hides its potent alcohol content. The full secondary
fermentation in both package and kegs gives La Fin du Monde an almost Champagne like effervescence and depth of flavor that not found in the Belgian / Belgian style ales that are partially or fully
force carbonated. La Fin du Monde is a beer enjoyable by itself, with aged cow’s milk cheeses,
sausages, and seafood. The winner of over 46 medals including 30 Platinum and Gold Medals.
IBU: 19 | ABV: 9%

Maudite

Maudite or “the Damned” is a beer brewed in the style of a Belgian Double and was the
second beer brewed by Unibroue. With its amber red color and nose of malt and spices, Maudite’s
flavors mirrors its aroma with a rich matiness balanced with subtle notes of clove and noble hops
that finish clean. Maudite has the body and effervescence to shine when paired with washed rind
and aged cheeses that are strong in flavor, smoked and cured meats, and other spicy dishes.
IBU: 22 | ABV: 8%

Terrible

Terrible is a Belgian Style Quadruple that is dark chestnut in color, its thick head releasing aromas of
dried fruits and spices. The flavors of spices and dried date – figs layered with some almost madeira
/ port wine notes and make this the ideal beer to enjoy with blue cheese, dishes with wild mushrooms
or game like duck or boar. Like all of the beers of Unibroue we use secondary fermentation for 100%
of our carbonation which gives the beer a fine bubble and a depth of flavor not possible from a force
carbonated beer. IBU: 15 | ABV: 10.5%

La Resolution

La Resolution is a Dark Spiced Ale with almost gingerbread like aromas that are balanced by
some light Belgian yeast notes. The flavor is very approachable yet is complex with layers of dark
toffee and malt at the beginning moving to ginger and other spice notes that linger in the mouth.
This is a beer that can be enjoyed on its own, with spicy Thai food or with deserts like Tart
Tartin or the traditional Quebecoise pudding Choumer. The La Resolution that we will be bringing
to this year’s festival has been cellared for the last year and flavors have continued to develop.
IBU: 21.5 | ABV: 10%

A Tout le Monde

A Tout le Monde is the newest beer from Unibroue and was inspired by a meeting between
Unibroue’s Jerry Vietz and Dave Mustaine of Megadeth during a music festival in Quebec. The
beer starts out as a traditional Saison with some soft malt notes on the palate balanced by
a spicy-almost citrus nose. A Tout le Monde gains complexity during its Citra dry hopping and
develops notes of grapefruit and lychee and subtle bitterness that makes you
thirst for your next sip. IBU: 20 | ABV: 4.5%.
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Upslope Brewing Company
Boulder, CO
www.upslopebrewing.com

Barrel Aged Doppelbock

Our brewers found inspiration across the Atlantic Ocean for our latest installment of the Lee Hill
series, brewing a traditional German Doppelbock with premium German malts and Bock yeast. Aged
for 5 months in 3 different barrel types- Maryland Style Rye Whiskey (50%), Anejo Tequila (29%), and
American Whiskey barrels (21%) created a perfect blend of classic brewing and American ingenuity.
Floral tequila notes, vanilla, and spiced pecans overlay a nutty, raisin like malt structure to create an
innovative barrel aged lager.

Yirgacheffe Coffee Dubbel

Done as a collaboration between Upslope Brewing and our Lee Hill neighbors Dragonfly Coffee
Roasters, this unique beer combines the bubblegum esters of Belgian yeast with the roasty blueberry flavors and aromas of Ethiopian Yirgacheffe coffee. The two come together to create a sweet aroma somewhere between cotton candy and plums, balanced against a subtle coffee earthiness. The
flavor is a perfect balance between the semi-sweet flavors of the dubbel and the smooth bitterness
from the coffee. This beer is sure to please, and change any preconception you may have of what
a “”coffee beer” is supposed to be.”

Wild Christmas with Cranberries

“Funk the holiday spirit!” Our brewers set out to transform our annual holiday offering with an extended stay(10 months) in our favorite whiskey barrels with our house sour culture. Brettanomyces
imparted notes of candied orange and leather(?) overlay restrained holiday spices, dark cherry caramel character and whiskey spiced oak, are all punctuated by a mild tartness and hint of chocolate
on the finish. Warming and dynamic, our take on a wild Christmas.

Belgian Style Blonde with Guava

Urban Chestnut Brewing Company
St. Louis, MO
www.urbanchestnut.com

Apotheosis Saison

Combination of moderate fruity (lemon, apple, pear, bubble gum) and spicy (peppery) flavors supported by a soft, bready, grainy malt character. Bitterness is medium low, and the finish is fairly dry.
Named in honor of the statue of Louis IX (St. Louis) located next to the St. Louis Art Museum

					

Winterroggen Roggenbier

Moderate spicy flavor of rye along with banana and clove notes from Weissbier yeast and a
medium dry finish.
			

Mapleator Maple Bock Bier

Toasty maltiness blends with notes of maple as well as light flavor of caramel.
		

Ku’damm Bock Strong Berliner Weisse

Clean lactic sourness dominates. A medium-low yeast and bready malt flavor is also present as well
as pleasant notes of alcohol.

Florian’s 40 Years Strong Belgian Dark Strong

Moderately toasty maltiness, medium-high cherry-like esters, and medium-low spicy esters. Medium-low bitterness and finishes moderately dry with a pleasant alcohol warmth.

Verboten Brewing Company
Loveland, CO
www.verbotenbrewing.com

Maiden of the Woods

This sessionable Belgian Style Blonde Ale is brewed with guava puree, premium pilsner malt, white
wheat and East Kent Golding hops. At a modest 4% abv. it’s bright, crisp and light bodied - an effortless sipper with a tropical touch. ABV: 4%

Super Saison aged in Cabernet barrels. Our Imperial Saison is made with Belgian pale and wheat
malts, and fermented with a classic Belgian yeast for estery flavors of stone fruits and subtle spicy
pepper notes. We then aged it for 6 months in Cabernet barrels. ABV: 9%

Brouwerij Van Steenberge

Imperial Kentucky Common with rye aged in bourbon barrels. This lost American style ale from
Kentucky is made with a portion of caramel and chocolate malts, with flaked rye instead of traditional
maize. Brewed at Imperial strength and aged in bourbon barrels, for strong flavors of marshmallow,
coconut and chocolate. ABV: 12%

Piraat Rum Barrel-aged

Imperial Oatmeal Stout aged in bourbon barrels. This Imperial Stout with Oatmeal, was designed to go
in bourbon barrels. Brewed with high amounts of specialty malts and an extra long boil to increase the
balanced flavors of vanilla, caramel, chocolate, and coffee. We then aged it in bourbon barrels for up to
9 months blended specifically to be pleasantly drinkable considering being ABV: 11%

Mountain Man

Belgium
www.vansteenberge.com
Find Us At: GLOBAL BEER NETWORK TABLE

Belgian triple aged in rum barrels. Big malt flavor with notes of vanilla and a round, spicy finish. ABV: 10.5%

Guldan Draak

IT IS A LIVING BEER! A dark brown Triple Ale, which makes it an exception among the Belgian
Triples. The second fermentation offers the nice creamy head and the full body of the centuries old
brewers yeast. It is a beer that you can actually nibble to adventure the complex taste. Gulden Draak
balances a natural malt toffee-like sweetness with a mellow hoppiness and some hoppy accents.
The aroma is round, sweet and hides the 10.6% ABV. Another name for this type of complex beer
is “Barleywine”. You sip and enjoy this beer slowly, as a treat you definitely deserve. ABV: 10.5%
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Little Nonsense

Blood Guardian

Blood Orange Imperial IPA. Nearly 5 lbs of hops per barrel of Columbus, Nugget and Citra hops were
used with 7 additions in boil and dry hopped 2 times for dank and tropical flavors. We then add a
dose of natural blood orange puree, to make this juicy Imperial IPA shine. ABV: 9.5%
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Very Nice Brewing Company
Nederland, CO
www.verynicebrewing.com

Monk’s Phunk (Belgian Strong):

Strong ale named after a strong woman! Our brewer’s dear mother! This recipe is crafted as tribute
to the tradition the Monks started in Belgium over a thousand years ago. It has a complex malt bill
with Munich, Caramunich, Caramel, Special B and a shot of Chocolate giving it a deep burgundy
color and a heavenly rich taste of caramel malts that literally would bring people to God, or at least
to his cathedrals in Europe. In addition, it has enlightening fruity esters from the Belgian yeast and
finishes with a dry honey note from 12lbs/BBL of Wild Colorado honey. IBU: 21 | ABV: 8%

Logical Fallacy (American Strong Black Ale)

This beer challenges traditional beer Logic and comes through as a Black Bitter Ale. With generous
late boil hop additions of Summit, Northern Brewer, and Galena this beer has a technical IBU (International Bittering Unit) of 52.5. However this hops bill is challenged with a complex malt bill including
the deep smokiness of black patent malt, coffee tones of chocolate malt, and the full bodied mouth
feel and sweetness of Crystal and Munich Malts. This is a unique stout that will make you look deep
into this beer, and lose yourself in the intricate taste of its oil like blackness. IBU: 52.5 | ABV: 7%

Weldwerks Brewing Company
Greely, CO
www.weldwerksbrewing.com

Barrel Aged Mexican Achromatic

Barrel Aged Mexican Achromatic is an Imperial Stout inspired by Mexican hot cocoa, a drink that
traces its roots back to the Mayans, Aztecs and Spanish in Mexico. Brewed with obscene amounts of
roasted cacao nibs, cinnamon sticks, and vanilla beans and aged in Breckenridge Distillery bourbon
barrels, Barrel Aged Mexican Achromatic is a rich, decadent beer that evokes the innovative spirit of
brewing while paying homage to its Mexican heritage. ABV: 13.2%

Peach Climacteric

The first official release from our mixed-fermentation barrel-aged sour program, Peach Climacteric
starts as a blend of pale sours, all aged in barrels, ranging in age from 4-17 months and fermented with
various strains of wild yeast and bacteria. The final blend was then aged on over 1,500 lbs of Palisade
peaches, yielding one of the most ambitious and complex beers we have produced so far. ABV: 7.2%

Peanut Butter Cup Achromatic

Like all of our other Achromatic stouts, PBCA starts as an Imperial Stout brewed with an obscene
amount of chocolate malts, oatmeal, and crystal malts to lend a sweet, caramel malt backbone. We
boil for nearly 6 hours to achieve the unbelievably rich, chewy, thick mouthfeel of the base beer. For
PBCA, we take the decadence a step further with a huge addition of peanut flour (note of caution for
anyone with peanut allergies) and cacao nibs. ABV: 10.5%
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Victory Brewing Company

Downington, PA
www.victorybeer.com

Java Cask

A complex fusion of dark chocolate, roasted barley and vanilla is rounded out by robust coffee and
a warming heat in this unique, barrel aged stout. Rich aromas of coffee precede an inviting blend
of sweet bourbon, oak and a hint of alcohol. A complex fusion of dark chocolate, roasted barley and
vanilla is rounded out by robust coffee and a warming heat in this unique and very drinkable stout
using Johnny Brenda’s Costa Rican Fair Trade. ABV: 14.3%

Selene Saison

Dark as the night sky and fermented with unique yeast, this Saison delivers earthy and spicy undertones to warm your senses all winter long. Dark hazy brown brew. Smell is loaded with character
from the secondary fermentation, horse blanket and must. Similar flavors follow with some leather
notes as well. Dark chocolate sweetens things up for a moment before getting dry. Brett added in
secondary fermentation. ABV: 7.5%

Hop Ranch

Made with German malt and dry-hopped with two varieties of American hops, this powerful brew is
juicy with biting edges of tart fruit and bitterness. This powerful brew features full, juicy hop character, while expressing notes of mango, pineapple and the pleasantly sharp, biting edges of tart citrus
fruit. IBU: 85 | ABV: 9%

Tart Ten

Belgium’s vast history of brewing and beer styles has inspired us at Victory for decades. Settling in
on the comfort a dubbel ale provides, we sparked that style up a bit with brettanomyces fermentation.
The result is rich in flavor but light in body—sharp in impression but smooth in finish. You’ll Taste
Victory as Tart Ten takes your palate on a new journey! Belgian Dubbel blended with Pale/Red Ale,
fermented 3 times with Brett. ABV: 10%

Sour Monkey

Sour Monkey puts a tastefully tart twist on our Golden Monkey’s sweet, fruity essence. A sharp,
citrus-laden tang makes this brew a Monkey all its own! Aroma is very varied with lemon, sour, and
mild Brettanomyces notes. Flavor follows with a tart acidity. Not dry as it finishes with a malty grain
flavor. Sour Golden Monkey, with Brett and Lacto. #1 selling craft Belgian in the U.S. ABV: 9.5%

Westbound & Down Brewing Company
Idaho Springs, CO
www.westboundanddown.com

Bel-Hop Pop Dry-hopped Belgian Strong

Named after the hop growing region in Poperinge, Belgium, this hoppy Belgian has an earthy, herbal
nose from dry hopping and a spicy elegance from its Westmalle yeast. It has a refreshingly light body
which is complemented by fruit and spice notes, and finishes dry. ABV: 7.5%

Hop Down Double IPA

Tropical fruit notes of papaya, mango, and pineapple coming from the ridiculous amounts of per barrel
of a special blend of Australian Hops and American Hops from our pals at Crosby Farms. ABV: 8.3%
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White Pony

Belgium
www.whiteponymicrobrewery.com
Find Us At: C2 IMPORTS TABLE

White Pony Zumbi Imperial Porter Ale

This is the first and only imperial porter in Belgium. Black in colour with brown foam. Brewed with
Belgian specialty malts, English dark malts, English hops and Trappist yeast. A wind of espresso,
coffee, chocolate, caramel, dried fruits, dark fruits, candy sugar and licorice supported by the fine
notes from aromatic noble hops. Complex and full bodied, this beer will support your evenings with
its enveloping soul. ABV 9.4%

White Pony Strongest Than Ever Barleywine

This barleywine will destroy your soul and body in a second as it sends you straight to heaven with
its warm toffee and fruity notes. With an incredible sweet character, this beer is dangerous. We
advise cellaring this beer for some months, even years! ABV 15.1%

White Pony Black Sheep

Another long story for another incredible real ale: a day in 2012 I was going to the brewery, just
some meters near me I saw a flock of sheep, one, the big one, was black and I thought “imperial
stout”! We have in the hands a black beer with brown foam. The nose is simply intense, the palate
is full and syrupy with a soft touch. Hints of espresso, licorice, barley infused, dark chocolate, spices, dark fruits as blueberry and blackberry, dried fruits and caramel will embrace you in a vortex of
complexity. The aftertaste is extremely long with a persistent roasty, hoppy sensation that will ask
you to take another sip. Enjoy! ABV 10.1%

Wäls Belô

Brazil
www.artisanalimports.com
Find Us At: ARTISANAL IMPORTS TABLE

Wäls Belô Petroleum

Loaded with cocoa, chocolate and coffee aromas, some roasty notes, vanilla and bready yeast. Rich
and complex. Velvet and smooth mouth feel, with a light carbonation. Slightly hoppy balanced with
high alcohol. Dark and rich as the name says. It pours like the essence of night, with no sign of foam.
Slowly, bubbles rise from the depths, creating a luscious tan foam collar. ABV: 11%

Wäls Belô São Francisco

World Beer Cup Gold Medal Winnng Belgian Style Dubbel full of dark dried fruit, raisins, caramel
and spicy aromas. Medium carbonation with great balance and moderate alcohol. Deep brown
color with a toffee cream head. Lacing is thick with sheets of tight bubbles that roll around your
glass. ABV: 7.5%
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Wicked Weed Brewing
Asheville, NC
www.wickedweedbrewing.com

White Angel

WHITE ANGEL is an American Sour Ale blended with two pounds per gallon of locally harvested
Muscadine and Scuppernong grapes and aged in white wine barrels. After eight months, another
pound per gallon of Amarillo wine must is blended in stainless steel tanks for 2 months. A total of 2.5
tons of fruit and 10 total months of maturation later we give you White Angel. ABV: 7.3%

La Muir Morte

La Muir Morte is our tribute to the old-world style of beers from Belgium. This barrel-aged
american sour is fermented with 4 pounds per gallon(!) of whole blackberries in our Morte sour
blend. ABV: 6.5%

Garcon De Ferme

Garçon de Ferme is a foeder-aged, Brettanomcyes farmhouse ale. After fermentation,this pleasantly
tart ale is blended back onto over a pound and half per gallon of fresh, whole peaches to reflect and
echo that the craft of the old has not been wasted on the young. ABV: 6.2%

Barrel Aged Oh My Quad

Belgian quadrupels are prized beers at Wicked Weed. They take months to create and are full of
rich dried fruit and toffee-like flavors. This ale was aged in Silver Oak Cabernet Barrels for 6
months with whole cherries leading to a divine beer that is perfect for long chilly nights and bright
winter days. ABV: 11%

Old Fashioned

This dark ale pays homage to the iconic whiskey cocktail. We brewed this 10% ale with sweet cherries and orange zest then aged it in Whiskey barrels for 6-8 months to capture the essence of an
Old Fashioned. Rich bourbon and soft cherry notes roll into a warming finish in this fantastic cocktail
inspired dark ale. ABV: 10%

4 Noses Brewing Company
Broomfield, CO
www.4nosesbrewing.com

Laika Boss

In honor of Laika, one of the first dogs to visit space, this Russian Imperial Stout is not down to Earth.
Dark chocolate and malt notes are propelled through every ounce of this ale, settling into an orbit of
mouthwatering complexity. Enjoy this stout fresh or aged. IBU: 25 | ABV: 9.5%

Laphroaig Aged Laika Boss

This scotch barrel aged beer takes on a lot of the peat that is this scotch is known for. The complexity
of the stout only enhances the smokiness and helps balance the peat. IBU: 25 | ABV: 10%
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Wiley Roots Brewing Company
Greeley, CO
www.wileyrootsbrewing.com

Something Came in the Mail For You Today

Imperial Barrel Aged. An imperial version of our hazelnut and almond chocolate stout; this variant
has been aged in Woodford Reserve barrels for 13 months. IBU: 25 | ABV: 12.5%

Breakfast at Mr. B’s

Starting with our dark sour base, this beer was aged on black currants at a rate of 1.2 pounds per
gallon. We then added a combination of maple syrup and a maple syrup reduction to impart a slightly
woody and earthy maple character, all coming together to balance the stem-y and tart characteristics of the black currants with the slightly roasty and chocolaty notes of the malt used in the dark
sour grist bill.

Funk Yo Festivus

Our farmhouse brett saison, fermented with a wild captured brett culture and aged in a Woodford
Reserve Spiced Cherry Bitters barrel, with cinnamon and nutmeg added. IBU: 11 | ABV: 6.7%

Jam the Radar

Blend of 81.5% barrel fermented and barrel aged dark sour and 18.5% barrel fermented and barrel
aged golden sour with raspberries. ABV: 7.5%

Montmorency Dreams

Barrel fermented and barrel aged golden sour, aged on one pound per gallon of Colorado montmorency cherries. ABV: 7.3%

Wit’s End Brewing Company
Denver, CO
www.witsendbrewing.com

Barrel-Aged Ugly Sweater

Deerhammer Whiskey Barrel-Aged Brown Belgian Winter Ale Brewed with Palm Sugar. Ugly Sweater is a random mixture of things that appear to be working together in some kind of plan. Loosely
based on an English brown ale recipe, we throw in some knick-knacks like roasted pumpkin seeds,
palm sugar, and peace on earth. Its rich caramel maltiness is like drinking a Sugar Daddy®, the
roasted pumpkin seeds create a creamy nutty texture, and thanks to a Belgian yeast strain, the huge
cinnamon and clove notes come through and balance the sweetness. In this special barrel-aged
edition, the vanilla notes from the oak and complex whiskey character will make you want to settle
your grievances immediately…so bundle yourself up in an Ugly Sweater and have a happy holiday
season! IBU: 30 | ABV: 8%

The First Porter

Robust English Porter. From the ashes of the old empire, we bring you The First Porter. Much
like the Starkiller Base, we took an old idea and made it bigger, slightly gratuitous, yet undeniably
enjoyable. This full-bodied beer showcases soft cocoa notes with deep molasses and licorice-like
malty undertones. Columbus and EKG hops help keep a firm backbone and balance the malty
quality. After a lengthy conditioning to round out flavors, some anticipation, and the death of Han…
try snuggling up to this wookie of a beer and look to the future! IBU: 46 | ABV: 7.3%
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Wynkoop Brewing Company
Denver, CO
www.wynkoop.com

Colorojo- Imperial Dry-hopped Red

This ultra-small-batch (10 bbl) gem is a divinely drinkable Imperial red ale. It’s crafted with mountains of malts and specialty grains, and an avalanche of Whole-Flower Amarillo dry hops. Colorojo
features a glorious “rojo” color, a heady aroma, sticky body, velvety flavors of caramel and malt, and
verdant hops throughout. IBU: 65 | ABV: 8.2%

Artillery Winter Ale - Oak-Aged Imperial Brown Ale

This big brown ale is aged on French Oak to give it a rich and smooth flavor with notes of vanilla and
toffee. The wood age imparts a dryness to the beer that cuts the rich body making this beer a tricky
powerful punch. IBU: 15 | ABV: 9.2%

Monk-y Business -Tripel

Belgian tripel with pilsner malts and Belgian candy sugar using a special yeast strain. Drinks incredible smooth and not a hint to its ABV. IBU: 35 | ABV: 10%

Warning Label

This beer was still in fermentation when program information was given - we’re shooting for a 30
Proof IPA using Polaris, Citra, Idaho #7, Amarillo, and Mandarina Bavaria hops. Stop by our table
for more information.

Browerij St. Bernardus
Belgium
www.elite-brands.com
Find Us At: ELITE BRANDS TABLE

Abt 12

The St.Bernardus Abt 12 is the pride of our stable, the nec plus ultra of our brewery. Abbey ale
brewed in the classic ‘Quadrupel’ style of Belgium’s best Abbey Ales. Dark with a full, ivory-colored
head. It has a fruity aroma, full of complex flavours and excells because of its long bittersweet finish
with a hoppy bite. Worldwide seen as one of the best beers in the world. It’s a very balanced beer,
with a full-bodied taste and a perfect equilibrium between malty, bitter and sweet. One of the original
recipes from the days of license-brewing for the Trappist monks of Westvleteren. ABV: 10%

Brouwerij Verhaeghe

Belgium
www.elite-brands.com
Find Us At: ELITE BRANDS TABLE

Duchesse de Bourgogne

Duchesse De Bourgogne from Brouwerij Verhaeghe is the traditional Flemish red ale. This refreshing
ale is matured in oak casks; smooth with a rich texture and interplay of passion fruit, and chocolate,
and a long, dry and acidic finish. After the first and secondary fermentation, the beer goes for maturation into the oak barrels for 18 months. The final product is a blend of younger 8 months old beer
with 18 months old beer. The average age of the Duchesse de Bourgogne before being bottled is
12 months. ABV: 6%
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Cargill Craft Malt

It really is a goededag.
Dingemans Belgian Malt
Since 1875, family-owned and operated
Dingemans has been producing the
finest Belgian malt for the world’s craft
brewing market. Innovation and quality
control of every batch can only come
from the experience of generations.
Cargill Craft Malt is proud to be an
official distributor of this fine Belgian
malt tradition.

The kitchen appliance
that enables you to be your
own home brewmaster.

For more information, contact us.
www.cargillspecialtymalts.com
1-800-669-MALT

Learn more at picobrew.com

© 2016 Cargill, Incorporated

All About Beer
Magazine
HAS PROUDLY SUPPORTED THE BIG BEERS,
BELGIANS & BARLEYWINES FESTIVAL SINCE 2000.

GREAT BEER
GROWS HERE
OUR MISSION IS To connect family farms with the world's
finest brewers, providing the highest quality hop
products AND uncompromising service For the
ultimate benefit of our Customers,
employees and growers.

SUBSCRIBE NOW AT

allaboutbeer.com/subscribe.
Plus, download our podcasts
After Two Beers with John Holl and
Beervana with Alworth and Emmerson.
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P: 509.453.4792 | F: 509.453.1551 | www.ychhops.com

WILL THEY BUY
YOUR BEER AGAIN?

Protect your brand.
Sanitation is one of the keys to batch-afterbatch consistency. Birko’s staff of master
brewers understands every step in the
brewing process, and we offer industry-leading
sanitation that gets you what you want most:
loyal customers that keep buying your beer.

your partner
in craft brewery
sanitation

birkocorp.com
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CLEAN BEER?

THE
PORTER HAMEL
GROUP

START HERE!

Professional Recruiting
in Consumer Products

(207) 828-1134
(303) 287-0186 • www.fivestarchemicals.com • Commerce City, CO

|

www.porterhamel.com

BEERANDBREWING.COM
Largest craft beer selection in the Rocky Mountains!
BaseCampLiquors.com

Proud Sponsor
Big Beers 2017

(970) 668-9898

BIG BEERS 2017 WEEKEND SCHEDULE
THURSDAY • January 5th
6:00pm

Brewers’ Reception

7:30pm

Calibration Dinner

FRIDAY • January 6th
8:30am

Cicerone Certification Program Workshop

9:30am

Belgians, Barleywines and Strong Ales Homebrew Competition Judging

Noon

Seventeenth Anniversary Welcome Reception

1:00pm

Belgians, Barleywines and Strong Ales Homebrew Competition Judging

1:30pm

Certified Cicerone Exam

4:00pm

Small Plates & Craft Beer Pairing

6:00pm

CraftBeer.com Beer and Food Experience

7:30pm

Traditional Brewmasters’ Dinner

10:00pm Cigar Pairing Experience

SATURDAY • January 7th
9:30am

Experimental Brewing Seminar • “Experimenting with Local Maltsters”

10:00am The Yoga of Brewing
Noon

Featured Brewmasters’ Seminar • “Brewing Strong Beers of Belgian and German Origin”

Noon

Technical Track Seminar • “Discovering Fruit & Fruit Flavors in Brewing”

Noon

Sensory Workshop • “Brewing with Exotic Fruit and Vegetables”

Noon

Random Track Seminar • “Unearthing Ancient Styles”

1:15 pm

Featured Brewmasters’ Seminar • “Ommegang and Urban Chestnut Collaborations”

1:15 pm

Technical Track Seminar • “Brewery Terroir”

1:15 pm

Sensory Workshop Seminar • “Who Needs Milk When You Can Have Beer With Your Cookies?”

1:15 pm Random Track Seminar • “The Science of Contentious Big Beers:
			
Our Love/Hate Relationship with Bitter and Sour”
2:30pm

Commercial Tasting

3:30pm

Belgians, Barleywines and Strong Ales Homebrew Competition Awards

